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Letters may have been
shortened because of
space. Some names
may have been changed

Magic money

Boris Johnson is shaking the magic
money tree again and finding £16.5
billion (and the rest) for ‘defence’
spending. Savings obviously have to
be found and so public-sector wages
are to be frozen again. The exception
will be the NHS - for public appearance
purposes - though there may be a way
round that later; and foreign aid too,
though some British companies may
complain about missing out on the
contracts they get out of that. Johnson
had to U-turn on school meals, so
somebody has to pay.
Some parts of the economy will
be safe: friends of Conservative MPs,
and donors too, will continue to get
untendered Covid contracts. But
some ‘less pressing’ bills will have to
wait, like compensation to Windrush
generation victims and safety
measures for people living in Grenfelltype accommodation. They’ve been
waiting a long time, so they can carry
on waiting.
But Britain - sorry, England - must
be kept safe. The “defence of the realm
must come first”, Johnson tells us;
and, further, the international situation
is “now more perilous and intensely
competitive than at any time since the
cold war”. However, Britain will be
the “foremost naval power in Europe”
- so watch out, EU. ‘You Frenchies,
Krauts, Icelanders … won’t stand a
chance’ (though perhaps he should put
Priti Patel in charge of defence).
But at least Britannia will rule the
waves again: we will be safe from

Russia, North Korea, Cuba, Iran,
Venezuela - in fact any country that
the United States tells us poses a threat.
Apparently what exactly the money
is to be spent on is a bit vague, which
is just how defence contractors like
it. They probably have a sweepstake
going as to how much over budget it
will it be and how long over forecast
it will take.
The Labour leadership has
approved the extra to be spent on
arms - well, there’s a surprise! It seems
that it’s “a welcome and long overdue
upgrade to Britain’s defences after
a decade of decline”, in the words of
Keir Starmer, who is plainly keen to
make sure that Conservative voters in
the north of England can be certain of
Labour’s patriotism. After all, it was
Tony Blair and Gordon Brown who
got us those aircraft carriers, and one
day we may have some aircraft too - if
the US lets us.
I have long thought that the main
difference between Conservative
and Labour foreign policy is the
competition as to who can get their
tongue the furthest up the American
fundament. Donald Trump would be
pleased, but then I’m sure that Joe
Biden will be too. Sir Keir will also
look forward to another purge of MPs
- if any should dare to vote against the
arms budget.
But we’ll be all right: Britain has
got Trident - the sub that lets us ‘punch
above our weight’, as Douglas Hurd
put it. Or to not go ‘naked into the
conference chamber’, as Nye Bevan
might have said. I’m sure that if some
tosspot were to send a nuclear missile
or two to Siberia we would all be
saying, ‘Thank god we have Trident’,
as we sat together under the stairs
(having taped the windows and filled
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Sunday November 29 5pm
‘A week in politics’
Political report and discussion
from the CPGB’s Provisional Central Committee
Sunday December 6 5pm
Ireland’s conservative revolution
Speaker: Marc Mulholland
Sunday December 13 5pm
‘A week in politics’
Political report and discussion
from the CPGB’s Provisional Central Committee
Sunday December 20 5pm
The revolutionary Jesus
Speaker: Jack Conrad
January 8-10: Winter Communist University
Sunday January 17 5pm
‘A week in politics’
Political report and discussion
from the CPGB’s Provisional Central Committee
Sunday January 24 5pm
The anthropology of David Graeber
Speaker: Chris Knight
If you wish to take part in these Zoom meetings,
email Stan Keable at: secretary@labourpartymarxists.org.uk
Organised by CPGB: www.cpgb.org.uk and
Labour Party Marxists: www.labourpartymarxists.org.uk

the bath and a few buckets with water).
Meanwhile poor benighted folk in
places like Portugal, Peru and Togo
will be saying, ‘Oh dear, if only we had
some nuclear weapons’. Mind you,
given the number of US bases around
the world, they might find that they do
have them.
Bernard Mattson
email

New Labourism

Sinn Féin was once Ireland’s leading
revolutionary political party alongside
the Irish Republican Socialist Party
- both of whom laid claim to the
legitimacy of James Connolly’s
legacy. The rhetoric and the war-cry
was ‘Onward to a 32-county socialist
republic!’
Like many others I believed in that
vision of national reunification under a
socialist government, putting the needs
of the people before the profits of big
business. After all, had not the Irish
been exploited long enough by British
capital and British occupation? When
Sinn Féin was running for council
elections prior to the restoration
of devolved local government at
Stormont as part of the Good Friday
agreement, people were voting for
a revolutionary republican party,
demanding a withdrawal of British
troops from the island of Ireland and
an end to partition. The hunger strikes
of 1981 propelled Sinn Féin into the
electoral battlefield with an Armalite in
one hand and a ballot box in the other.
The transition from militant armed
insurrection to electoral politics,
oftentimes championed by the British
government, led eventually to two
ceasefires and one agreement between
two warring combatants. The gun in
many respects was taken out of Irish
politics and replaced with manifestos,
stirring speeches and a call to rally the
troops (as it were) into constitutional
politics.
The latest instalment of Sinn Féin in
power in 2020, in the devolved powersharing assembly in Northern Ireland,
has seen a call for the public housing
body - the Northern Ireland Housing
Executive - to have legislation enacted
to enable it to borrow private monies
to build public housing. The need for
adequate public housing provision is
undeniable. It is an ever-present sore for
many who live in overcrowded homes
or privately rented accommodation,
without secure tenure or living with
substandard facilities. But this is
not the first time that New Labourtype policies have been put forward
for consideration at the regionally
devolved assembly.
The nature of the power-sharing
assembly allows the parties elected
to be represented in the ministerial
positions as reflecting their mandates.
The more members of the legislative
assembly you have elected for your
party, the more ministerial seats you
will be allocated. Sinn Féin at various
junctures in the past have held many,
if not all, of the various ministries,
including finance, and it was Máirtín
Ó Muilleoir who previously promoted
the policy of reducing corporation tax
in Northern Ireland, thereby seducing
big-business cartels and corporations
to invest in the local economy - placing
their headquarters here in order to
take advantage of these lower tax
incentives.
It was portrayed as a great idea, a
win-win for all the people here. The
companies would relocate, the local
exchequer - now with tax-raising
abilities -, would have money flow
directly into the finance ministry, thus
allowing major public works schemes
to commence. Sounds great doesn’t it?
‘Any problems?’ I hear you say. Well,
actually there were a few teething
problems - 20-30,000 problems, to be
exact.
In order to sustain the shortfall in

the public purse caused by lowering
corporation tax, the government
finance minister proposed to eradicate
permanently 20-30,000 public-sector
jobs across the whole of the civil
service and public bodies. The people
employed in these positions would
be offered redundancy terms and the
jobs would simply disappear. A loss
of 20-30.000 secure government jobs
with benefits and trade union-won
agreements, such as maternity leave,
paid sick leave, statutory holidays,
incremental wage increases were to be
abandoned. These safe and secure jobs
were to be replaced by insecure privatesector jobs - call-centre and financial
service-type jobs, for instance.
Destroying the public sector to fuel
insecure jobs in the private sector is
not socialism, it is the capitalisation of
the workforce. It would in effect have
placed 20-30,000 new entrants into the
job market. A combined loss of 4060,000 jobs between those lost in the
public sector and those now lost in the
private sector to many who could not
compete with the education, job skills
and working track record of the newly
unemployed civil servants.
Eventually, this scheme was
abandoned due in no short measure
to the public outcry from workers and
trade unions. This should have been a
warning cry to those who still thought
Sinn Féin believed in the socialist
republic. It was for me.
Now we have Carál Ní Chuilín,
Sinn Féin minister for housing,
proposing that the department should
be allowed to borrow monies from
banks or the markets or perhaps even
the government to build social housing
and repay the loans. Did not Tony Blair
instigate this very policy of allowing
hospitals and schools and other public
bodies to borrow monies from private
equity?
The public-private finance initiative
proved to be a colossal mistake. The
education and health sectors will be
paying interest on the loans on these
shameful deals for decades to come.
The loan interest in many cases is
larger than the loan itself! This was
a dream come true for big business
and the banks - a government-backed
scheme with no chance of payment
defaults, creating millions in revenue
for private business. Fill your boots.
We are informed that the rates to
borrow are historically low, but what
happens when they rise again, which
inevitably they will? What is the
amount envisaged to be paid back?
Over how long will these payments be
made? Are we burdening our public
bodies with private loans that will
bleed the coffers dry?
We have no left or right politics here
in the Northern Ireland government
- just centrist and right politics, as
espoused by the cabal of Sinn Féin
and the Democratic Unionist Party.
In many respects they are two polaropposites, reverse mirror images - one
of which is for ending partition and
national reunification.
Fra Hughes
Belfast

Federal republic

Comrade Tam Dean Burn has clearly
misunderstood why the CPGB
champions the federal republic as a
solution to the national question in
Britain (Letters, November 19).
First of all, let me say that we favour
the unity of all peoples and nations, and
the abolition of all borders - and indeed
states themselves - in the long term.
But such unity must be voluntary: in
other words, nations must be able to
make the choice between unity and
separation. Clearly we advocate the
former, which means that - barring
exceptional circumstances, where
separation on a temporary basis is the
only way to promote such unity in the
long term - we oppose separatism.

How in Britain can the national
question be relegated in order to
advance working class unity? By
fighting in the here and now for the
democratic right of Wales and Scotland
to separate, while arguing strongly
for exercising that right in favour of
voluntary unity. That is why our call
for a federal republic is amongst the
“immediate demands” in our Draft
programme (communistparty.co.uk/
draft-programme, section 3.1.4).
We demand the abolition of the
monarchy and second chamber, the
separation of church and state, etc,
in favour of genuine democracy.
In a federal republic, the Scottish
parliament and Welsh assembly would
have the right to vote for separation.
But why would they do so - especially
if all nations within Britain enjoyed
genuine equality?
But for Tam, a federal republic is
regarded as a long-term aim, not an
immediate demand. He confuses selfdetermination with independence,
when he says that communists should
“support the exercising of the right
to self-determination, whilst calling
for the swiftest possible coming back
together of all the peoples of these
islands in a federal republic”. It is
Tam, not the CPGB, who is creating
“another hurdle to jump”, with his
insistence that Scotland must first
become independent before it can
come “back together” with “all the
peoples of these islands”.
In order to combat the poison
of nationalism, we advocate that
revolutionaries in England continue to
stress this right to self-determination,
while in Scotland and Wales they
emphasise the unity of workers
across Britain and oppose separatism.
To facilitate unity and advance the
working class cause the federal
republic must be an immediate demand
amongst revolutionaries of all three
nationalities.
Peter Manson
London

Laudable

Fabulous and exciting - fresh ideas
from (at least presumably) fresh blood!
Oh yes, indeed: what adventurous, yet
coherent analysis from comrade Jonah
Martell, and how truly laudable of the
Weekly Worker to provide space for it to
be carefully considered (Supplement,
November 19).
Whilst not regarding myself as
equipped to pass comment in detail
or depth, a stand-out takeaway is the
need to abandon tired preconceptions
about how a mass 21st century socialist/
communist movement can be spawned
and then developed - including the
constant benefits of looking outward.
Attitudes such as these - dare I say also
their embracing of ‘holism’ - without
doubt represent the future for Marxist
politics, with its currently unappealing,
self-evidently failing practices and
structural forms now heading off down
the lane to their retirement plot under
the trees.
A respectful plaque should be
placed to indicate their location, but
that era is representative of our past
circumstances, not of any inevitable
evolution. Alongside the maintenance
of more conventional ‘repositories’
for Marxist knowledge, the building
of interactive networks by a variety of
nonetheless serious and dedicated and
solidly socialist/communist forces must
now be the focus. That should include
enthusiastic ‘localism’as both a valuable
and valid element - whilst, of course,
always rejecting any self-limitation via
more generalised ‘peasant’ mentalities.
All as comrade Martell illuminated
in his piece, so clearly and with such
vitality (these being my own slight
reinterpretations).
One final corollary to be gleaned,
surely, is how the UK Labour Party
as it is now definitely deformed (ie,
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having become cynically and ruthlessly
post-Corbynist/freshly pro-Kafkaesque
under the management of a certain
Keir Starmer) must now be understood
as almost wholly equivalent to the US
Democrats - in any event, profoundly
anti-working class.
Incidentally, the irony will not
have been missed by many, in that
comrade Jack Conrad (‘What Keir
created, Keir can destroy’, November
12) may rightly have pointed out how
nothing is guaranteed to last forever most pertinently the UK Labour Party
- but he stopped short of applying
that same potentiality to our current
methodologies, etc as communists.
No shame whatsoever in that, of
course: after all, human beings can be
relied upon not to recognise their own
faultlines and deficiencies, where quite
expertly - even downright brilliantly they manage to spot those within others!
Bruno Kretzschmar
email

SPEW is right

Both “Labour Party member” (Letters,
November 19) and Jack Conrad (‘Our
strategic orientation’, November
19) show how far the ‘Stockholm
syndrome’ has affected the left
inside the Labour Party. The regime
within the Labour Party is so bad
that your correspondent does not use
his real name, or even a pseudonym,
and, whilst Jack often uses the term
‘Stockholm syndrome’, he forgets
that the only way to overcome it is to
escape from one’s captor and get the
necessary therapy and rehabilitation.
There are now several reports
coming out which suggest that
upwards of 200,000 (yes, 200,000!)
members of the Labour Party have
cancelled their direct debits. This
is rapidly approaching the 300,000,
which Tony Blair has said is the
number needed to be purged in order
that the Blairites can control the
Labour Party at all levels.
It is also being heavily reported
that staff at Labour Party headquarters
in London and at the membership
processing office in Newcastle are
now working flat out to process the
huge number of people who have
cancelled their direct debits. Given
that most former members were
paying by monthly direct debit,
the effect on Labour Party finances
cannot be underestimated.
At the same time, Len McCluskey
is coming under huge pressure from
his members, including his national
executive, to cease all contributions

from Unite to the Labour Party.
Hence McCluskey’s backroom deal
with Jon Trickett to get Jeremy
Corbyn’s suspension rescinded.
Jack Conrad often says that he is
not a Trotskyist and I believe him. As
such he does not believe in dialectics
and dialectical materialism. Hence
why Jack remains buried within
the straitjacket of the Labour Party,
although he now seems to be
hedging his bets. Hence the Labour
Left Alliance having an emergency
meeting in January to discuss its
future, in or out of the Labour Party.
Talking about dialectics, perhaps
the CPGB/Labour Party Marxists
could learn from the application of
dialectical materialism to today’s
Labour Party. First, the euphoria of
Corbyn’s election as Labour leader
in 2015 has turned into its opposite
of demoralisation in 2020. Second, a
qualitative change has taken place in
the nature of the Labour Party - the
watershed being the suspension of
Corbyn by Sir Keir Starmer.
As in the US, a new mass workers’
party is needed in Britain. The
alternative is to leave the electoral
field open to far-right populists like
Donald Trump and Nigel Farage.
“Labour Party member” says that
all left projects outside the Labour
Party “usually” fail. This shows an
ignorance of dialectics. Qualitative
change means, in spite of trade union
backing, that the Labour Party is no
longer a bourgeois workers’ party but
a party similar to the US Democrats.
It must not be forgotten that the
Bolshevik Party started out as a
faction in the centrist (revolutionary
in name, but reformist in practice)
Russian Social Democratic Labour
Party - a halfway house so despised
by Jack Conrad. Today’s Labour
Party left is not even centrist. Hence
the caving in to the anti-Semitism
witch-hunt by Jeremy Corbyn in
order that he could get his Labour
membership back. The Socialist
Party in England and Wales is
therefore right to work towards the
building of a new mass workers’
party, which would then lead to the
development of a revolutionary wing
and mass Communist Party.
The problem, in contrast to
“Labour Party member”, is not
that new left formations outside
the Labour Party “usually” fail, but
that the time has not been ripe until now. There are now between
200,000 and 300,000 Labour Party
members who have gone through

Fighting fund

I

Do your best

was hoping for a flood of
donations this week to get
us back on track for that
£2,000 fighting fund target for
November, but unfortunately
only six comrades chipped in
over the last seven days.
But the good news is, they
were all pretty substantial. Top
of the list is comrade SK with
his brilliant £230 bank transfer,
with PM (£100) and DG (£60)
also coming in with monthly
standing orders.
On top of that, comrades LC,
MM (£50 each) and MM (£20)
clicked on that PayPal button on
our website, taking the amount
received for the week up to
£510.
However, the running total
for the month stands at just
£1,321, with only five days still
to go. That means we really
could do with that ‘flood’ (£679,
to be precise), if we’re going
to get there. But we need it by

next Monday (November 30),
so please use either PayPal
(weeklyworker.co.uk/worker/
donate) or bank transfer (sort
code 30-99-64; account number
00744310).
The Weekly Worker depends
on our readers and supporters
to keep coming out week after
week with our central message:
we need to build a single
revolutionary party, uniting
the entire Marxist left on a
genuinely democratic-centralist
basis - united, disciplined action,
combined with open, public
debate! Where else will you find
that message?
Please do you best to ensure
we get there l
Robbie Rix
Fill in a standing order form
(back page), donate via our
website, or send cheques,
payable to Weekly Worker

the experience of Corbynism - and
parliamentary cretinism, as Marx
would put it. They are wide open to
a revolutionary organisation outside
the Labour Party.
It is therefore a significant coup
for the Trade Unionist and Socialist
Coalition to have recruited former
Labour MP Chris Williamson to its
steering committee. Like me, Chris
did dabble with George Galloway’s
Workers Party of Britain, but
fortunately we have seen the error of
our ways. The problem I have with
Tusc is its name. Better to call itself
‘Left Party’, ‘Working Class Party’,
or even ‘Socialist Alternative’, albeit
the latter being the electoral name of
SPEW.
I’ll end this letter with a little
anecdote from Facebook. I recently
asked a young comrade how he was
doing. His reply was: “I’m no longer
a member of the Labour Party, and
don’t call me comrade any more.”
This disillusionment is widespread.
Marxists must do all we can to stop
the 300,000 mainly young people
caught up in Corbynmania from
being dispersed to the four winds.
John Smithee
Cambridgeshire

Popular front

Regarding a previous letter I sent to
the Weekly Worker, I know that my
theory about the coming energy crisis
leading most of the bourgeoisie to
break from capitalism and abandon
ship is controversial. However, this is
not some new dogma I am presenting
to the left. It is a theory based on my
research of the energy crisis since I
became aware of it in late 2007. If it is
wrong, events will show it to be. If it
is correct, it will come to pass in due
course. Only events will prove if the
theory is true or false. The veracity
or otherwise cannot be proved by
abstract debate alone.
The theory also takes into account
what Marx said in the Communist
manifesto about a section of the
bourgeoisie turning left in a profound
revolutionary crisis. Although Marx
wasn’t aware of a coming energy
crisis, he still argued that a section of
the bourgeoisie can turn left. What I
have done is updated Marx on this
matter and applied his argument to the
coming energy crisis. In my view that
won’t lead to the bourgeoisie turning
to the left immediately. They will
begin to turn left when they realise
capitalism can’t be revived without
cheap energy.
To purists or ultra-left elements,
the idea of a united front with the
bourgeoisie is enough to make them
choke on their pint. But the Comintern
came over to the policy of a popular
front with the more progressive
sections of the bourgeoisie, after the
failure of the ‘class against class’ tactic
in Germany led the KPD (German
Communist Party) to disaster and the
victory of Hitler.
The old popular front was an
alliance with the progressive sections
of the bourgeoisie against the rise of
fascism. It was not aimed at ending
capitalism. A new, future popular front
would combine opposition to fascism
with moving towards socialism. In
my view the internal contradictions
within such a new popular front must
be resolved in the correct manner in
favour of a democratic socialist society.
Tony Clark
Labour supporter

Better daily

In response to Jim Nelson’s letter about
how abysmal The Guardian is, I agree
(Letters, November 19). Why waste
your time, when there is a perfectly
reasonable, daily socialist newspaper:
the Morning Star, published by the
Communist Party of Britain. It can
be purchased from any newsagent or
found online.
Tony Roberts
Kent Socialist Alliance

Friday January 8 - Sunday January 10

Online Communist University

After the US presidential election

Consequences and
considerations
Friday 6pm

The crisis in the United States and prospects for the left
Speaker: Donald Parkinson from the US magazine Cosmonaut

Saturday 10am

System and hegemons - can relative decline be reversed?
Speaker: Hillel Ticktin

Saturday 2pm

The continuing ethnic cleansing of Palestine
Speaker: Ilan Pappé

Saturday: 6pm

The bankruptcy of left Labourism
Speaker: Jack Conrad

Sunday 10am

The Middle East after the US elections
Speakers: Moshé Machover and Yassamine Mather

Sunday 2pm

Party and programme
Speaker: Mike Macnair

Sunday 6pm

Crossroad of civilisation: China and the west
Speaker: Peter Nolan
Register for sessions at communistuniversity.uk/winter-cu-2021
Organised by CPGB: www.cpgb.org.uk and
Labour Party Marxists: www.labourpartymarxists.org.uk
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SCOTLAND

Showdown looms
A crisis over independence is on the horizon - and things could quickly get ugly, writes Paul Demarty

I

t is sometimes difficult to hold
in one’s mind the reality that
Boris Johnson enjoys a luxurious
parliamentary majority that one
would have thought would prove
impregnable to the day-to-day
adversities of bourgeois politics.
Instead, his inner circle is mending
its wounds after a Night of the Long
Knives that separated Johnson finally
from his ‘ideas man’, the flatulent
provocateur, Dominic Cummings;
and the MPs who actually constitute
that thumping majority - that is,
those who poached seats in the north
from Labour in last year’s Hottentot
election - are in uproar at the
government’s plan to reinstate tiered
restrictions after the end of lockdown,
a system which crucified northern
England last time around. Surely even
Cummings, a man with famously
unreliable eyesight, could have seen
that reaction on the horizon.
In trying to placate this bloc - who
now call themselves the Northern
Research Group (presumably in
honour of the hard-Brexit Kool-Aid
contingent, the European Research
Group) - Johnson managed to
extemporise himself into another
mess, by calling Tony Blair’s
devolution of powers to Scotland
and Wales a “disaster” and Blair’s
biggest mistake. Understandably
that has played very badly - not only
north of the border, but also among
the establishment commentariat that
likes to chide Johnson for being a
Very Naughty Prime Minister. In
the intersection of this particular
Venn diagram we find someone like
Gordon Brown, who wrote in The
Guardian:
... fighting a Scottish election
or a referendum on the evils
of devolution, or even on his
party’s current mantra - ‘No to
independence, no to a referendum,
no to change’ - simply plays into
the hands of the [Scottish National
Party]. It leaves the Conservatives
defending
an
increasingly
discredited status quo against an
SNP that says there is now only
one kind of change on offer:
independence. And it takes the
ground from under the feet of those
who argue for greater devolved
powers within the UK as the
sensible way forward.1

Brown also discusses the need for
further devolution in England - an idea
which presumably prompted Johnson
to blurt out his opinions on the results
of Blair’s devolution initiatives on
that particular Zoom call. In view of
that, the feeble attempts to row back
Johnson’s comments - the idea being
that devolution in general was a jolly
good thing, and the hegemony of
separatists over devolved assemblies
was the disaster of which he
complained - stood rather exposed.
Was Johnson really worried about
Yorkshire separatists taking power in
some parliament of the dales?
As with his great contemporary,
Donald Trump, it is always tempting
to interpret Johnson’s little outbursts
as blunders or gaffes; the political
style of the pair is to roll with the
punches and come out on top later
on. In this case he has not only put his
foot in his mouth, but has managed
to get it into someone else’s. We will
return to the question of whether this
cock-up can be turned to the Tories’
advantage.
The immediate context for all
this has two parts to it. One we have
already mentioned: the catastrophic
mismanagement of Covid-19 by
the Westminster government, and
the way that ‘shit rolls downhill’
- the cities of northern England in
particular have suffered terribly.
One subplot is that the devolved
governments of Scotland and Wales
have had some insulation from the
shambolic, nepotistic pandemic
response of the UK government.
The second part is that the Scots
are to go to the polls early next year
to elect representatives to Holyrood.
The general expectation is a landslide
victory for the SNP and its separatist
allies. In the background here is
substantial polling evidence to the
effect that, if a second referendum
on independence
were held
tomorrow, the
‘ y e s ’
campaign
would

overturn its 2014 defeat - and then
some. Besides the pandemic, the
other immediate boost to the Nats
is paradoxically Brexit: Scottish
voters rejected it by a wide margin,
and with its projection of a ‘modern,
cosmopolitan Scottish nationalism’,
the SNP has just about managed to
ride out the contradiction of taking
sovereignty back from Westminster
in order to pool it with Brussels,
Berlin and Paris.
We are in a situation, then, where
the inevitable consequence of the
most likely outcome of a forthcoming
election is a constitutional crisis. In a
certain sense, of course, we are already
in it - the question of the Six Counties
of Northern Ireland is subject to the
most tortuous circumlocutions of all
in the Brexit negotiations, and has
repeatedly proven poisonous for the
government of the day in Westminster
over the last four years. The national
integrity of the UK turns out to be
bound up with relations with the
European Union ... and it is not only
about Northern Ireland, but Scotland
too.
A comprehensive majority in
Holyrood - which is for EU unity and
for UK separation - will not merely
have a mandate to demand a second
referendum (it will not have the right
to do so, since Scotland has no selfdetermination within the terms of
the union), but will be under intense
pressure to demand it. Johnson’s
chumocracy, by the same token, will
have every incentive not to grant one
- since defeat would be very likely.
There will then commence an ugly
stand-off.

Another Catalonia?

It is worth noting here that the sort
of conflict we have seen in Catalonia
in recent years is hardly excluded
from the range of possibilities. As
noted, the SNP will be under pressure
to use what mechanisms of power
it does control to build
the case for a fresh
plebiscite - just
as the bourgeois
separatists
of
Catalonia were
three years ago.
Meanwhile,
his
authority

battered by the Covid disaster,
Johnson will be in need of a way
to shore up his authority, and the
most tempting means will always
be chauvinistic rabble-rousing - just
as Mariano Rajoy, the rightwing
Spanish premier, needed to distract
attention from his administration’s
shameful corruption. The result was
the crushing of demonstrations and
the imposition of direct rule over the
region, which is continued today by
the Socialist Workers Party-Podemos
coalition government in Madrid.
(With this in mind we should be
cautious of writing off Johnson’s
words last week as a mere faux pas.)
The intervening years have not
exactly cooled the ardour of Catalan
nationalism - in fact such things
have a cycle to them. In this respect,
people like Gordon Brown who
protest loudly against the idea that
devolution was a disaster need to face
up to some home truths. It was not
accidental that the long-term result
of devolution was the success of the
SNP in dominating Scottish politics,
both in Edinburgh and Westminster.
Governments in this whole period
have been dedicated to dismantling
what remains of the political fibre
of post-war social democracy, even
while sometimes (as in fact with the
Blair governments) public investment
increased in budgetary terms. Local
government has been cut to the
bone and public service provision
is increasingly run according to
central diktat, to avoid a repeat of the
municipal resistance to Thatcherism.
Devolution - both national, as with
Scotland, Wales and Northern
Ireland2, and metropolitan, as with
the fiefdoms of the elected mayors
- has functioned as concessions,
where unavoidable. Yet the effect has
been to force ever more underlying
antagonisms to be expressed through
the distorting lens of the devolved
political bodies, which, in the case of
the four constitutional components of
the UK, means through nationalism.
In some ways the striking case is
Northern Ireland, where the Good
Friday agreement has resulted
in an inherently unstable powersharing arrangement, mainly
between the contradictory poles
of Sinn Féin and the Democratic

Unionist Party - the petty bourgeois
wing of unionism which, in effect,
espouses an ultra reactionary Ulster
nationalism that still likes to imagine
itself an integral part of what is, in
fact, a fast disappearing Britishness.
The core of the cycle is that
capitalism tends to centralise political
authority so as to reduce the political
‘attack surface’ for those masses
exploited by it; but in doing so it eats
away at the basis of its own consent, as
its corruption becomes more obvious.
Maintaining control means giving
concessions, which in turn become
politically disruptive, requiring
further concessions. The way out of
that cycle is the way out of capitalism
itself: ie, socialism, the politics of the
organised working class, which has
no nation and no need of tyranny.
In order to get started, however,
socialists must face squarely the
democratic questions which minority
class rule inevitably poses - including
questions of national rights. The
problem here, as we often argue, is that
there is no right of self-determination
in the United Kingdom, which tends
to divide the workers of England
from those of the smaller nationalities
along national chauvinist lines. It is
the duty of all working class partisans,
especially those in England, to fight
for full national rights for the Scots
(and others) - which means that the
people of Scotland ought to be able
to decide to go for separation from
the rest of the UK on a simple vote in
the Holyrood parliament, without this
kabuki dance over referendums.
A fight along these lines
would have a chance of defusing
separatism and drawing the poison
of nationalism - British, English and
Scottish alike. Alas, the socialist left
as a whole increasingly endorses
separatism, failing even to recognise
it as an enemy. It is, after all, not
self‑determination, for or against, that
‘spontaneously’ exercises the popular
masses in subordinate national
formations, but independence, which
immediately appears as the thing
about which a decision must be made.
The left, having made a Satanic
pact with spontaneity generations
ago, falls into the same trap either opposing independence and
dismissing self-determination, or
(more commonly by far) identifying
self-determination with independence
- which is quite as much an obstacle
to the just resolution of national
questions as the more obviously
discreditable chauvinism of Johnson
and the like.
The point of revolutionary
socialism, surely, is that the political
choices presented to us are very often
- precisely - false, and we can only
win by uprooting the conventional
understanding of how political issues
are posed. The Scottish masses (and,
for that matter, the Welsh masses)
must have their national fates placed
in their own hands; but the duty of
the left is to make plain how little our
fates should depend on nationality l
paul.demarty@weeklyworker.co.uk

Notes
1. theguardian.com/commentisfree/2020/nov/20/

Separation will produce a carnival of reaction north and south of border

boris-johnson-blames-devolution-but-in-truth-heslong-been-hostile-to-scotland.
2. In official speak, Northern Ireland is nowadays
a ‘nation’ within the United Kingdom - what is,
in fact, a royalist amalgam. Northern Ireland is
better, more accurately, called the Six Counties .
historically, note, Ulster was one of Ireland’s four
provinces and consisted of nine of its 32 counties.
Needless to say, people in Northern Ireland are
divided along hard national/religious lines at the
level of day-to-day experience.
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LABOUR

On the road to … where?
James Harvey of Labour Party Marxists looks at the dismal record of the official Labour left

S

ometimes a small thing can
tell us a lot. On November
23, 13 left members staged
a walkout from an online meeting
of Labour’s national executive
committee in protest at the election
of Margaret Beckett, a supporter of
Keir Starmer, as chair.
Ostensibly a protest about
Labour’s right abandoning the
‘buggins’ turn’ precedent, which
should have seen a left trade
unionist, Ian Murray of the Fire
Brigades Union, elected, this
coordinated walkout was really a
demonstration against the conduct
of the Starmer leadership. In
subsequent statements explaining
the protest, the NEC 13 argued
that the leadership was “promoting
factional division within Labour”
and that the NEC left would continue
to act as “the legitimate voice of
the membership and … demand
that the party unite and reject the
current factional approach of the
leader” (my emphasis). One of the
protesting CLP representatives,
Mish Rahman, was reported to have
said that Starmer’s latest action
“fits a worrying pattern of controlfreakery reminiscent of the New
Labour years” and continued:

There can be no party unity until
Starmer fully understands the
need to work with the Labour
movement and the many tens of
thousands of grassroots members
who can help deliver a Labour
government. Our walkout today
was to remind him of this, and to
send a message that we will not
put up with petty and repeated
attacks on trade unions and
members (my emphasis).1
The protest comes at a crucial
turning point for Labour’s official
left. There has been a wave of
protests from the grassroots
following
Jeremy
Corbyn’s
suspension from party membership
and continued suspension from the
Parliamentary Labour Party.2 Scores
of Constituency Labour Parties and
trade union branches have passed
motions of support for Corbyn
(when they have been allowed to
discuss and decide on the issue). This
reflects a groundswell of opposition
against Keir Starmer and his general
secretary, David Evans.3 Taken
together with the reasonable showing
for left candidates in the recent NEC
elections, the scale of this opposition
shows that, despite Starmer’s
tightening grip on the party, there
is still a sizable left that wants to
challenge the “new leadership”.4
The contrast of these protests
from below with the abject surrender
of the official left leadership could
not be stronger. In the face of the
onslaught from Starmer and a
resurgent right these ‘leaders’ have
shown that they really are “the dogs
that didn’t bark”.5 However, the
refusal of the Socialist Campaign
Group and Momentum to fight
back is not simply a product of
careerism or cowardice, although
there are undoubtedly far too many
self-interested MPs and aspiring
bureaucrats within their ranks. We
need to face some home truths here.
The political and strategic failures
of the official Labour left go much
deeper than that.

Left illusions

Let us begin by taking a closer look
at the statements of the NEC 13
highlighted above. Laura Pidcock’s
tweets about the “disrespect” shown

Useless, useless, useless

by Starmer towards the left and
Mish Rahman’s complaints that
“party unity” is being undermined
by “factional division” exposes the
impotence and the self-limitation
inherent in their politics.6 When
they accuse Starmer et al of not
playing by the rules or of launching
attacks which undermine the party’s
unity they speak as affronted Labour
loyalists desperate for the party to
come together again.
Like Jeremy Corbyn when
he was leader, Pidcock, Rahman
and their co-thinkers offer olive
branches and concessions to the
right when under attack. Yet they
stood idly by when comrades on
the left were suspended or expelled
during the Corbyn period, a pattern
of appeasement and collusion in
the witch-hunt that has led to the
blind alley in which the official
Labour left now finds itself.7 Thus,
all of their attention is focused on
securing Corbyn’s reinstatement
as a Labour MP: the thousands of
socialists who have been purged
are ignored and sacrificed in the
interests of “party unity”. Similarly,
they continue to give further ground
when they preface their demands
for Jeremy Corbyn’s reinstatement
with calls to accept the findings and
recommendations of the Equality
and Human Rights Commission
report in full. Far from digging in
for a fight, the official left are only
digging their own graves.
This focus on “party unity” is the
official left’s original sin. Despite
the protests and the token walkout,
the Labour left and the Labour
right are far from being at daggers
drawn: they are symbiotically
linked. However, whilst the Labour
right has its assured place in the
world as an integral part of the
capitalist state, matters stand rather
differently for the official left. They
cannot exist without the right and
can only envisage their political
project being pursued through the
election of a Labour government.
Thus, instead of creating a clear
demarcation between the supporters
of capitalism and the partisans
of working class politics, unity
remains the Labour left’s entire
raison d’être. The classic model of

this parliamentary road to socialism
remains the post-1945 Attlee
government.8 Nostalgia for this
‘socialist Labour government’ is
still widespread on the Labour left.
Strategically, because the party’s
apparat remains firmly in the
hands of the right, backed by the
trade union leadership, and the left
represents only a minority in the
PLP, securing such a government
requires unity with the Labour
right - inevitably obtained at the
price of political concessions and
compromises by the left. The
‘socialism’ of the Labour left was,
at best, the reformism exemplified
in the nationalisation of basic
industries, the welfare state and the
redistributive Keynesianism that
were only made possible by the
conditions of the post-war boom.
The Alternative Economic Strategy,
advanced by the Labour left in the
1970s and 1980s, was largely a
refinement of the post-1945 strategy
that has now become even more
absurd, given the very different
political and economic situation
that emerged at the end of the boom.
Even the limited programme of a
managed capitalism, which cannot
even be described as ‘reformism’,
advanced by Corbyn and the
Labour left at the last election is
equally utopian, given the nature
and the depth of capitalist decline
internationally.
The current crisis of the Labour
left is a hangover from the failure of
Corbynism and reflects the illusion
that Labour can be transformed into
a radical socialist party - a strategy
that inspired many who joined the
party during Corbyn’s leadership
and which still continues to shape the
politics of Forward Momentum, the
Labour Representation Committee
and the Labour Left Alliance. The
experience of the Corbyn moment
and the continued inability of the
official left, at all levels, to mount
a militant response to the attacks
of the right shows that the Labour
Party is irreformable in that way.
Its structural and institutional ties
to the state have been strengthened
throughout the 20th century, as it
replaced the Liberals to become the
second eleven of British capitalism.

However, Corbyn’s election
as Labour leader raised the fear
that it might slip out of the control
of safe, pro-capitalist politicians
and present some type of a threat
to the status quo. Starmer’s
counterrevolution and his attempt
to complete the Blairite project by
eliminating the left as a political
force within the Labour movement
shows how scared the bourgeoisie
were of the forces that might have
been unleashed by Corbynism.
Given the timidity and downright
cowardice of the Corbyn leadership
in practice, they need not have been
so alarmed. But they are never again
going to give the Labour left the
chance to prove them right. Under
Starmer Labour must once again be
made into a thoroughly reliable procapitalist party, sound on foreign
policy and defence, and willing to
cooperate with British capitalism’s
attempts at home to overcome the
current crisis at the expense of the
working class.
The pathetic response of the
official left, and its outliers, with
their calls for stoic forbearance and
party unity in the face of a fullblooded civil war unleashed by
the Starmer leadership, is merely
a continuation of the disastrous
failures of the Corbyn period. Selfimprisoned within the political and
structural constraints of Labourism,
they are inextricably bound into the
politics of the Labour right. Here
they stand: they can do no other.

Turning point

Unless Starmer secures his final
victory, Labour will remain a
bourgeois workers’ party and
thus an important site of struggle
for Marxists. However, if the
aims of the enemy before us are
clearly visible, the intentions and
the determination of some on the
Labour left are much less certain.
Their record of compromise and
collusion with the witch-hunt during
Corbyn’s leadership, their continued
concessions to the Labour right on
the EHRC report and their failure
to defend the thousands expelled or
suspended from the party during this
ongoing purge show that they are
very unreliable allies in Labour’s

civil war.
Labour Party Marxists will
continue the fight for militant
politics and a revolutionary
programme within our movement.
As revolutionaries we have a duty
to tell the truth and make a clear
distinction between our politics
and strategy, on the one side,
and those of the compromising,
fake left in the Labour Party, on
the other. That not only means a
resolute, uncompromising defence
of all those who have come under
attack during the witch-hunt: it also
demands that we now go over to the
political offensive.
The strategy of the official
Labour left has proved catastrophic
against the witch-hunt and must be
exposed for the failure it is. That
failure ultimately has its roots not
simply in the personalities and
inadequacies of individual leaders,
but is an inevitable consequence of
Labourism and reformism, no matter
how ‘left’ it styles itself. All the time
that the Labour left calls for ‘party
unity’ or attacks our enemies in the
Starmer camp for ‘factionalism’
they are obscuring the real nature
of this battle. We cannot afford this
confusion and compromise.
Symbolic online walkouts and
carefully crafted motions that try
to avoid falling foul of the party
bureaucracy are not enough. We
are at a crucial turning point in
this civil war: now is not the time
for a Christmas truce! Step up the
fightback and carry the war to the
enemy! l

Notes
1. theguardian.com/politics/2020/nov/24/corbyn-

supporting-labour-faction-stage-nec-mass-walkout.
2. independent.co.uk/news/uk/politics/starmercorbyn-labour-reinstated-antisemitism-b1724842.
html.
3. labourleft.org/statements-and-campaigns/
jeremy-corbyn-motions-petitions-and-statementsdemanding-his-reinstatement.
4. ‘What Keir created, Keir can destroy’ Weekly
Worker November 12.
5. ‘Dogs that didn’t bark’ Weekly Worker
November 5.
6. labourlist.org/2020/11/margaret-beckett-electedas-nec-chair-after-left-stage-digital-walk-out.
7. ‘Cowardly fake left peddles lies’ Weekly Worker
October 22.
8. For a useful introduction to the politics of
the Labour left see R Miliband Parliamentary
socialism: a study in the politics of Labour London
2009.
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LAW

Not giving any concessions
Clive Dean of Labour Party Marxists calls for more considered debate and no more sloppy formulations

G

iven the latest round of
Labour’s civil war, it was
no surprise that over 100
members logged on to Zoom for
the Labour Against the Witchhunt
members’ meeting last weekend.
Things began with a political
introduction provided by Tony
Greenstein, who explained how
Jeremy Corbyn had to be removed
as party leader because his antiwar politics were unacceptable
to the United States. Tony was
surprised that Corbyn and the
official left in the party had bought
into the ‘Labour has a problem
with anti-Semitism’ narrative. That
despite the big lie being promoted
by the right - not to mention the
mainstream media and the Board
of Deputies, which has never been
interested in tackling racism. He
noted Momentum’s response to
Corbyn’s suspension, following
the publication of the Equality and
Human Rights Commission report,
first warning Keir Starmer that he
was in danger of “politicising the
fight against anti-Semitism”. Then
claiming that Corbyn’s suspension
undermines the “fight against antiSemitism”.
Comrade Greenstein thought that
much of the left failed to understand
Starmer’s agenda, and actually
believed his election pitch of being
a unity candidate who would honour
the policies contained in the 2019
manifesto. In realty he is thoroughly
reactionary. His career as Director
of Public Prosecutions is peppered
with attacks on the working class
and since becoming leader he has
consistently attacked the left in the
party. Comrade Greenstein noted
how Starmer and his new general
secretary, David Evans, have
blocked discussion within the party
of any of their actions, using the “not
competent business” designation.
But he was impressed by the
groundswell of party organisations
willing to ignore these edicts and
pass motions defending Corbyn.
This opening led into the main
item on the agenda, which was
a motion submitted by Labour
Party Marxists, entitled ‘Defend
Corbyn, reject EHRC’. This linked
the suspension of Corbyn to the
suspensions and expulsions of
hundreds of other victims of the
witch-hunt over the last five years,
and includes the demand: “Reinstate
Corbyn as a Labour MP, reinstate all
victims of the witch-hunt to Labour
membership.”
The motion is unequivocal in
its rejection of the EHRC report,
especially the notion that Labour’s
disciplinary
processes
should
be outsourced. It recognises the
EHRC as an arm of the British
state, its intervention in the Labour
Party being designed to “attack the
Corbyn leadership, delegitimise
any criticism of Zionism and create
a situation where the left is either
tamed, domesticated or driven out
of the Labour Party”.
It also damns the response of
the official Labour left, labelling
it “unprincipled, cowardly and
self-defeating”. In particular the
Socialist Campaign Group of
MPs is condemned for its weak
opposition to Corbyn’s suspension.
It ends by rejecting the politics of
appeasement and the pathetic pleas
for unity with the right.
Kevin Bean introduced the
motion by referencing his own
experience as one of the ‘Wavertree
Four’ - officers of Liverpool

That was then, but now he would be branded an anti-Semite

Wavertree Constituency Labour
Party, who were suspended for
criticising their MP, Paula Barker.
These suspensions were initiated by
members who previously claimed
to be on the left. Similarly so-called
lefts have been behind attempts
to stifle opposition to Corbyn’s
suspension by preventing meetings
and ruling motions out of order. This
is the logic of appeasement - refusing
to stand up and fight leads to further
self-censorship and compliance with
the drift to the right.
Comrade Bean drew attention to
the danger of model motions being
circulated that accept the legitimacy
of the EHRC report. They claim
the report identifies weaknesses
and even makes useful suggestions.
However, implementing this report
will result in Labour’s disciplinary
mechanism being taken over by
our political opponents - possibly
including Zionist organisations like
the Board of Deputies.

Debate

In the debate John Bridge of LPM
urged LAW to be firm in rejecting
the EHRC report, together with the
International Holocaust Remembrance
Association’s ‘definition’ of antiSemitism and the idea that Labour
is teeming with anti-Semites. He
accused the leaders of the official
left like Jeremy Corbyn and Jennie
Formby of being responsible
for introducing the charge of
‘denialism’. This is the classic
feature of a witch-hunt - if you
deny the problem exists, then you
yourself are guilty.
He also offered an explanation
for the failure of many in the
Campaign Group of MPs to protest
over Corbyn’s suspension: they are
pursuing a career and do not want
to harm their chances of becoming a
future minister. Finally he suggested
that those comrades leaving
Labour in response to the poison
of the witch-hunt will find there
is no escape - the ‘Anti-Zionism
equals anti-Semitism’ barrage will

follow them, it is already affecting
education, employment and local
authorities.
Pam Bromley - who, along with
Ken Livingstone, was named in
the EHRC report as a source of
“unlawful harassment” - described
the ridiculous charges levelled
against her. In fact she had already
been cleared by the Labour Party,
only for them to resurface when she
spoke out against the suspension of
Chris Williamson.
After the debate the meeting
moved on to consider amendments,
all being submitted on the day.
The rush to get them in may be the
reason behind some very clumsy
wording. In the case of the two
that were voted through, these
politically awkward formulations
have now been grafted onto the
original text.
Comrade Tina Werkmann’s
amendment was designed to include
criticism of the new Momentum
leadership, which has joined in
with the chorus of the official left,
pleading to be allowed to unite
with Starmer to “root out antiSemitism”.
Unfortunately
her
choice of words also included some
inaccurate phrases. First it claimed
that unity of the left and right
within Labour is unachievable. As
comrade Bridge explained, the left
and right wings of Labourism have
always been joined together. There
was never an issue, as long as the
left remained subordinated to the
right. The problem arose when
Corbyn became leader - this was
unacceptable to the right. Comrade
Werkmann’s second error was to
describe the left’s tailing of the right
on ‘rooting out anti-Semitism’ as a
tactic. This is untrue. The official
left is imprisoned in a symbiotic
dependency upon the Labour right witness its support for the election of
any Labour government, whatever
its composition. Nevertheless,
comrade Werkmann’s amendment
was passed by 54 votes to 13.
Also passed was an amendment

from comrade Tom Suarez. This
replaced the simple proposition:
“The idea that ‘Anti-Zionism equals
anti-Semitism’ is a disgusting lie”
with the unnecessarily complicated
construct: “The idea that ‘AntiZionism equals anti-Semitism’ is far
more than a cynical, manipulative
lie - it is an inversion of the truth.
Zionism is itself a racist ideology
that inextricably ties Jewish identity
to the actions of a nation-state.”
The motion, as amended, was
carried overwhelming, with only
two members voting against.1

Draft charter

The other significant item debated
was a draft Charter for Free
Speech,2 which has been prepared
for an online conference LAW will
be hosting on December 12.3 Clearly
the ‘anti-Semitism’ smokescreen
that has disarmed the left so well
within Labour is now being rolled
out into other areas of public life.
Trade unions, local authorities,
universities
and
humanitarian
charities are among those bodies
that are being coerced into adopting
the IHRA misdefinition and
dropping support for Palestine. The
Boycott, Divestment and Sanctions
campaign, which sheds light on
Israel’s oppression of Palestinians,
is being branded as anti-Semitic and
even illegal.
Despite the draft charter being
presented for discussion purposes
only, several amendments were
tabled.
Comrade
Greenstein
pointed out that the Free Speech
campaign is targeted at a broad
section of progressive opinion,
so it is inappropriate to reference
the overthrow of capitalism in the
charter.
Comrade
Steve
Burgess
successfully moved replacing “socalled” with “fake” as the adjective
describing the IHRA ‘definition’
of anti-Semitism. However, once
again he sought approval for the
alternative
Merriam-Webster
dictionary definition, and again this

was rejected. LAW does not need
a definition of anti-Semitism, and
certainly should avoid being tied to
a third-party dictionary - one that is
subject to revision at any time.
As the meeting drew to a close,
comrade Neil Todd raised the issue
of legal action against the Labour
Party. This would take up the cases
of all those who have been expelled
or suspended, and those who have
resigned in disgust. The grounds
would be that Labour’s disciplinary
procedures are in breach of natural
justice.
Although the item was referred
back to LAW’s steering committee
for consideration, comrades raised
concerns about the costs of legal
action. I would add that the courts are
there to uphold the current political
system, and so cannot be expected to
side with the interests of the working
class, no matter how strong a case
LAW presents. We need to mobilise
the membership to defeat the witchhunt by political means.
In summary, the meeting
highlighted again the problem of
rushed amendments and rushed
debates. Hopefully LAW will be
able to suggest a fair timetable
for submitting and debating
amendments next time, so that bad
formulations can be avoided.
However, by overwhelmingly
rejecting the EHRC report,
defending Corbyn against Starmer’s
attacks and calling out the pathetic
collaboration of the official left,
LAW is providing a way forward
for comrades to stay in Labour and
fight for genuine working class
politics. The painful lessons from
the Corbyn project provide us with
an understanding of the limits of
Labourism and the need for Marxist
ideas and Marxist organisation l

Notes
1. labouragainstthewitchhunt.org/uncategorized/
defend-corbyn-reject-ehrc.
2. docs.google.com/document/d/1j1MJSKig69libd0H96UAnE3-HFjfxclly15EssKSWo.
3. You can register to attend the conference at
labouragainstthewitchhunt.org/events.
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US

Decline and decay

Gridlock domestically, economic stagnation and rebalancing abroad. Mike Macnair assesses the
situation following the elections. This article is based on an opening given to the November 15 aggregate
of CPGB and Labour Party Marxists members

T

he US election is not quite 100%
settled. Republican Senate
leader Mitch McConnell, and
secretary of state Mike Pompeo
are still saying, ‘Hey, wait for
the litigation and you’ll see that
Trump might have won.’ I would
not entirely rule out that possibility.
There is a remote chance that things
are not all done and dusted.
There is another problem for
the Democrats too, because in the
Senate, as things stand, there are
50 Republicans and 48 Democrats
(included in the latter are two
independent senators). And, when
it came to the presidential election,
there was a wafer-thin margin
dividing Donald Trump and Joe
Biden. And there is a twin Georgian
senatorial race culminating in
January: will the Democrats take
both seats, which would give them a
tiny Senate majority? Will it be one
Republican and one Democrat? Or
will the Republicans win both seats,
as they have held Georgia since
2004?
What is lying beneath senior
Republicans’ reluctance to concede
the election is the very widespread
belief in the GOP that it is totally
illegitimate for the Democrats ever
to win an election - if they are
declared winners, there must have
been some kind of fraud. What
Republicans have been pushing
for as a party since the 1980s is to
limit universal suffrage, by way
of exploiting the penal and legal
systems to squeeze in particular
African-American voters out of the
electoral rolls.
Having said that, it is pretty
clear that there are ‘heavy manners’
coming in from the capitalist
financial sector and media, and
from significant parts of the state
core, insisting that Trump must
concede - otherwise the legitimacy
of ‘democracy’ will be called into
question. That is the message which
media outlets both in the United
States and outside are giving us
right now. So it is near certain that
we will see a Biden presidency,
thanks to his clear majority in the
electoral college - but on the basis of
only 50.96% of the popular vote, as
opposed to Trump’s 47.33%. (There
is also the 1.2% for Libertarian Party
candidate Jo Jorgensen, which takes
the total for the right up to 48.5%.)
While there will probably be a
Republican majority in the Senate,
the Democrats have a majority in
the House of Representatives despite having lost ground, which
is a significant factor. But members
of the ‘Squad’, the small group of
leftwing Democrats in the House,
did get re-elected, so things are far
from straightforward.
What can we say about the
election in general? First of all the
polls were wrong. There was a big
mobilisation around ‘Trump is a
fascist, so vote for Biden’ and this in
response generated a mobilisation
of ‘quiet’ Trump supporters. By
European standards it was not an
incredibly high turnout, but it is
still the highest for a presidential
election for many decades. So
the mobilisation of both Trump
supporters and opponents was
highly significant.
I think that the publication of
polls during the election campaign

the publication of polls is banned
once the election campaign
officially starts. Because it is those
who pay for the polls who choose
the questions, this produces polling
driven by spin. And this in turn
leads to an election campaign more
influenced by the polls than by the
candidates’ actual policy proposals.
It could be said that this is as much a
democratic question as, for instance,
regulating the amount of money
which candidates are allowed to
spend on advertising. So it is not
just about freedom of speech, but
freedom of funded speech. For
example, freedom of speech does
not mean that MPs have the right to
bring public address equipment into
the House of Commons to drown
out opposing speakers. The use of
advertising-funded media, and paid
polls, to spin elections is just the
same in principle as a parliament
where one side is drowned out by
the other side’s amplification.
The polls, the narrative created
and the heavy manners from the
media could also be seen in the
cutting out of all the rivals to Biden
in order to force Bernie Sanders to
concede the Democratic primary.
Sanders was not allowed to get as
far as he did previously, when he
challenged Hillary Clinton.

Statistics

Joe Biden: he won, but Trump’s electoral base will not go away

can play the role of generating
support for the candidate who is
behind. In this case, according to the
polls, the Democrats looked set to
take the presidency and both houses
of congress, giving them the ability
to make major policy changes.
But that produced a big increased
turnout on the Republican side.
There are examples of that
happening in the UK too. In 2010,
for example, when the media and

the polls were predicting that the
Liberal Democrats were going to
drive Labour into third place, there
was a big turnout of working class
voters at the last minute. As a result,
far from the Lib Dems relegating
Labour into third place, there was a
hung parliament and subsequently a
Conservative-Lib Dem coalition.
And then there was 2017,
when the narrative was that
Jeremy Corbyn would be utterly

marginalised. But the denunciations
of Corbyn produced a significant
uptick in the Labour vote. It took
Boris Johnson’s Trumpian message,
“Get Brexit done”, to get over
that in 2019 - as well as Corbyn
demoralising the party and people
who believed he stood for radical
change by throwing his allies to the
wall over the ‘anti-Semitism’ smear
campaign.
That is why in several countries

What can we learn from the election
itself? According to the Associated
Press/Pew Center, reported in The
Sunday Times (November 15),
“blue-collar workers” earning less
than $50,000 a year, who were
supposed, according to the media
narrative, to have been the backers
of Trump in 2016, actually voted for
Biden by 55%, a marginal increase
on Clinton’s performance (ie, 53%),
while Trump won just 44% - a rise
of 2% compared to 2016.
The ‘middle-income’ group people earning between $50,000
and $99,000 (which is pretty welloff by UK standards: £37.5K £75.2K) went 57% for Biden (a
rise of 11% over 2016) and 42% for
Trump (a fall of 8%). So the fairly
well-heeled ‘middle classes’ swung
heavily in favour of Biden. Towards
the upper end, people who earn
upwards of $100,000 a year were
54% for Trump and 42% for Biden.
So there was a substantial swing of
the upper classes and top end of the
upper-middle classes in favour of
Trump.
The
Clintonistas
and
‘mainstream’
wing
of
the
Democratic Party (Biden included)
have been arguing ever since
the 1990s that class is no longer
fundamental to elections. According
to them, what matters is creating a
demographic coalition of different
interest groups. How well has this
worked?
Well, 55% of white women went
for Trump (up 3%, compared to
2016), while 44% went for Biden
(down 1%). As for Latinx (or
Latino) voters, Trump got 32%,
which is up 3% on 2016. I take it
that means Biden got somewhere up
in the 50s-60s in percentage terms
nationally. In Florida, where the
Latinx are mainly Cuban Americans,
Trump got 56% and Biden 41%.
And Trump won some border
counties completely dominated by
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Latinx voters in Texas, as well as
substantially increasing his vote in
other border states. Some of these
people will be recent migrants,
while others have been there since
the Yankees conquered the region
- but, either way, they have no
solidarity with others from across
the border. Trump’s border wall is
evidently winning him votes - or his
rhetoric is.
However, African-Americans are
still very strongly pro-Democrat:
87% to Biden (down 1%), 12%
to Trump (up 2%). Catholics in
general swung in favour of Biden,
with 52% supporting him (up 6%,),
while 47% were for Trump (down
3%). Perhaps this is a matter of
personal identification, because
Biden strongly emphasises the fact
that he is a practising Catholic.
In trying to make a coalition
which marginalises the class issue,
what the Democrats are attempting
to do is bring together women
and ethnic minorities to produce a
majority against the Republicans.
But that did not work, because they
were not able to retain the support
of women, while Trump made gains
among Latinx voters. But they are
retaining that of African-Americans
- precisely because most are part of
the same demographic as the lowpaid working class.
The upshot, however, is that the
polls suggested a radical swing
away from the Republicans and
the possibility of real change including not just in regard to policy
on Covid-19, but also the Supreme
Court, over which the Republicans
now have control. But that did
not happen, precisely because the
Democratic project of creating a
coalition of minorities to make a
majority did not happen either.
In
respect
to
third-party
candidates, as I have said, Jorgensen
for the Libertarian Party got 1.2%,
which was in fact 1.82 million votes.
Howie Hawkins for the Green Party
- a union activist who was endorsed
by a range of left organisations
- got just 0.2% (381,000 votes).
It has been observed by several
commentators that the fact
Jorgensen was standing swung the
vote in Biden’s direction in Arizona,
Pennsylvania and Wisconsin. And,
if Georgia, as expected goes to
Biden, then that would also be the
case there. So the Jorgensen vote,
although it accounts for a very small
percentage, is not trivial in the effect
it had on the margin between Trump
and Biden in the swing states.
Conversely, it is reasonably likely
that the Greens would have won
enough votes to give Trump victory
in Pennsylvania if the Pennsylvania
Supreme Court, as a result of a
move by Democratic lawyers, had
not struck Hawkins off the ballot
there. In ballots for state offices they
did win enough votes to ensure that,
if these had gone to Hawkins, Biden
would not have won the state.

Gridlock

All this emphasises the fact that
Biden had a very narrow majority.
There is a dynamic of polarisation
in American society, indicated by a
whole series of events. But this has
not resulted in a dynamic of radical
support for the Democrats, while the
far-right version of Republicanism is
down, but very definitely not out.
This has implications for the
possible consequences. In my view
they are going to be limited, since
Biden’s power will be limited.
He will not be able to reform the
Supreme Court, because he would
need the Senate to back him on that.
He cannot pass any meaningful
legislation, because he would need
Senate agreement. He is likely
to have the greatest of difficulty
in getting anything in the way of
a Covid-19 economic recovery
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package passed. The terms will be
more or less dictated by the Senate:
that is, dictated by the Republicans.
McConnell has announced that
the Republicans in the Senate will
block any cabinet appointments.
Biden can semi-circumvent that, as
Trump has done, by making ‘acting’
appointments, but at some stage they
have to go before the Senate, which
can overrule them. So it is very much
the case of fiddling with the game.
Biden will not be able to rejoin
the Paris treaty on climate change,
which was denounced by Trump,
because he would need the support
of the Senate - in fact a two-thirds
majority would be needed, so this
is off the agenda. However, the
Joint Comprehensive Plan of Action
agreement with Iran (the ‘nuclear
deal’) was not presented as a treaty
and would not have been passed by
the Senate if it had been, so Biden
could move in that direction; but
he is unlikely to be able to remove
statutory sanctions against Iran, so
can only deliver in a limited way in
this field.
That said, in foreign affairs he
will have more room for manoeuvre.
But on the domestic front, there
will surely be at least two years of
gridlock, resulting in the further
impoverishment of Biden’s voting
base. Voting for him will be seen by
those who previously backed him
as having been a waste of time. He
will be hamstrung as a result of the
US constitution that gives control
of the Senate to the rural states,
and therefore to the Republicans.
Yes, some might conclude that the
constitution must be overthrown;
but equally others will conclude
that the only real alternative is to
vote Republican, in order to gain
the patronage (‘pork’) a Republican
president with a Republican Senate
could deliver.
An example, going right back
into our own history here in Britain,
when our politics was a lot more like
America, was that of 1870, when
the Liberal government attempted
to legalise trade unions. But the
conservative judiciary ruled that there
was a kind of ‘criminal conspiracy’,
which would not be removed by
the attempted legislation. This was
“conspiracy to force employers to do
something they did not want to do”.
So, with the Liberals proving unable
to bring about trade union reform,
working class votes then swung
to the Tories in the next election.
The Conservatives did deliver
(significantly more limited) trade
union reform, which legalised this
‘criminal conspiracy’, where it was
in furtherance of a trade dispute - the
formula which has been fiddled with
at the edges in strike law ever since
1872.
Anyway, it is more than possible
that Biden will be a one-term
president, because he will be too old
or ill to be able to run for a second
term. But McConnell’s view is that
there should not be any Democratic
two-term presidents. This was his
view on Barack Obama - it did not
work in his case - but McConnell
is in a stronger position with Biden
than he was with Obama.
As for black lives, they will
continue not to matter. This is not
just because Biden will not be able
to do anything about that, because he
does not have the power to legislate
- or to reform the Supreme Court,
which is what is needed to get rid of
its bizarre misinterpretation of 18th
and 19th century English law. This
results in the position that police
officers are supposed to be protected
in their ‘good faith’ use of violence
against the public.
But black lives will continue not
to matter because Biden does not
want do anything about it. He was
one of the central architects of the
militarisation of the American police

through the use of the ‘war on drugs’
as an instrument of state control. And
Kamala Harris was once a public
prosecutor in California, playing the
same system of the abusive use of
public prosecution power, the failure to
disclose adverse evidence, etc. She did
so in a way which was typical of the
bad-faith conduct of American public
prosecutors, in the interests of getting
re-elected by appealing to hard-line
voters. That is not going to change.
Biden has the power to appoint
public officials, which will mean the
promotion of Democrats and their
contacts to positions where Senate
approval is not needed, but to what
extent they will be able to enforce
different policies is substantially
limited by the fact that in the last four
years the Republicans have been busy
stacking the judiciary with their own
appointees - not just the Supreme
Court, but also way down the federal
judicial structure. So it is quite
likely that any initiatives which are
designed to use executive discretion
to pursue the Democratic agenda
will be struck down through judicial
review proceedings in federal courts
- and, of course, it is also the case
that the Republicans have significant
control of state legislatures and
legislative processes. For example, in
California companies including Uber
got a “ballot initiative” (referendum)
passed to exclude the possibility
of employee protection legislation
affecting their “contractors”.
Some comrades have queried the
amount of space we have given to the
US constitutional order in the Weekly
Worker, but it is a key issue, when
it comes to democracy and building
a working class alternative. All this
illustrates why making everything
turn on the presidential election and
the need to defeat the ‘fascist’ Trump
in favour of the non-fascist Biden is
unlikely to generate very much by
way of an alternative.
What will Biden be able to do?
He can conduct diplomatic operations
which do not involve new treaties,
as well as making diplomatic shifts
and initiating military operations
overseas. The Democrats will attempt
to use such operations and diplomatic
postures to get Kamala Harris or
whoever back into the White House
in 2024 - just as, for example, the
killing of Osama bin Laden was used
in the 2012 presidential campaign to
get Obama re-elected.

Foreign policy

What can we expect in terms of
Biden’s international agenda? We
have to be a bit cautious about
this. Yassamine Mather has done
considerably more research on
this than me,1 but I note that Biden
has said explicitly that Palestine is
low on his agenda, and that he will
not seek to move the US embassy
back from Jerusalem to Tel Aviv.
Although he is probably not going
to continue with Trump’s ‘Deal
of the century’, neither will he
champion an agenda for a twostate solution, and he is unlikely to
attempt to do anything in the way of
diplomatic operations of this sort.
There is talk of a ‘reset’ of
relations with Saudi Arabia, but
I see no reason why that will be
anything more than Mohammed
bin Salman having to move into
the background, when it comes to
Saudi policy-making.
As for the Iran nuclear deal,
Biden will not be able to ‘put
Humpty together again’. There
has been extensive talk from the
Democrats about getting the deal
going again, but they will have
serious difficulty in doing that
without a Senate majority, and it is
very unlikely that any significant
number of Republicans will go
over to the Democratic side on this
question. If anything, it is more
likely that there will be Democratic

senators who will side with the
Republicans, thereby blocking any
renewal of the Iran deal. My guess
is that Biden will not waste serious
political capital in trying to do it. But
what I think he can do, and is likely
to do, is dump on the Iranian exiles
- royalists, Mojahedin‑e‑Kalq and
so on - who have been treated like
celebrities for the past few years as
part of the promotion of the ‘regime
change’ agenda.
I expect that there will be a
limited orientation towards China.
There is certainly going to be less of
Trump’s aggressively protectionist
rhetoric,
which
disconcerts
potential allies - the Japanese,
South Koreans, etc - as well as the
Chinese. On the other hand, expect
the continuation of warnings about
Chinese ‘expansionism’ and more
military encirclement operations.
One of the things which is
a shared feature of both the
Democrats and the Republicans
is that they approve of the Modi
regime in India. I would guess that
Indian efforts, which at the moment
are on a relatively low level, would
be to push northwards at the border
in order to cut off the connections
between China and Pakistan. I think
this will be endorsed by the new
president and we may see another
proxy war in that context.
Some are saying that Biden
will delay pulling troops out of
Afghanistan, which Trump has
announced. But I see no reason
why he should. It has always been
the case that it is in the United
States’ strategic interests to allow
Pakistan to have a big say in what
happens in Afghanistan by way
of the Pakistani agency in that
country: ie, the Taliban. The US’s
war in Afghanistan is and always
has been a derailment of US policy
in the region, forced by the need
to be seen to ‘do something’ after
9/11; the problem remains the lack
of an ‘exit strategy’.
I would expect Russia to move
significantly up the agenda apparently Trump has been privately
providing heavy weaponry to
Ukraine. And I would guess that
the issue of Georgia’s boundary
disputes with Russia will resurface.
Perhaps the United States will
weigh in more explicitly on the
side of Azerbaijan in the conflict
with Armenia and pressurise
the Russians to remove their
‘peacekeeping’ forces. It seems
reasonably clear that Turkish
air intervention has defeated the
Armenians militarily and there
are now refugees flooding out of
Nagorno-Karabakh, so there is
going to be ethnic cleansing of that
enclave anyhow. At the moment my
expectation would be that of rather
fiercer anti-Russian rhetoric.
There will probably also be more
diplomatic leaning on the Germans
over the Nord Stream gas pipeline,
because it is against the United
States’ interests that the Germans
should have direct access to Russian
gas rather than relying on Poland,
which is a US client. Of course,
Germany is a US client too, but it
is one that is able to promote its
interests more effectively and with
a greater degree of independence
than Poland.
Then, of course, there is
the question of Britain and the
European Union. Biden has not
given an explicit ‘no’ to Brexit
- rather it is a case of ‘Well, OK,
if you want to do it, but ...’ The
‘but’ essentially means that the UK
must comply with the transition
agreement, and there must not be
a border on the island of Ireland.
Hence, what follows from that is
what we have just seen in Britain
- Dominic Cummings getting the
push. The media is presenting
this as a spat over ‘person power’

- between Cummings, on the one
hand, and Boris’s fiancée, Carrie
Symonds, on the other. But this is
obviously untrue. It is plain that
what is in dispute is the nature of
Brexit. It is not that there will be
no Brexit, but that, once Biden
has taken office, the United States
will lean on the UK to make a deal
which is a whole lot softer.
While Trump was in the White
House, the agenda of the breakup of the European Union was
definitely being promoted: of
Britain’s exit being followed by
that of other member-states and the
replacement of the US’s bilateral
arrangements with the EU by a
whole series of individual ‘hub and
spokes’ treaties - or what would be
even better from the US point of
view: a free-trade zone in Europe
without any legislative power. That
would force a race to the bottom
in regulatory forms, which would
be favourable for US business
operations in Europe.
But it seems to be the case
that Biden’s advisors on foreign
policy are pushing an agenda that
focuses more on containment of
China and Russia. In relation to
Russia, this will probably involve
a more aggressive posture and
one that is not too disconcerting
to Germany, which means not
being as sympathetic to Brexit
as the Trump administration.
That certainly seems to be what
the leadership of the Tory Party
has judged is likely - hence the
eviction of Cummings from No10.
And we have yet to see what the
other implications will be.

What next?

Finally, then, just a step backwards.
Trump keeps talking about “Make
America great again”, even though
US imperialism has remained
“great” in terms of its global
hegemony. But the underlying basis
of Trump’s victory in 2016 clearly
has not gone away - ‘We need
a strong man to get us out of this
situation’. The loss of legitimacy
of the liberal polity has only found
reflection to a limited extent in a
turn to the left, in the shape of the
Democratic Socialists of America and the DSA is a lot smaller than the
Corbyn surge into the Labour Party
and just as politically incoherent.
In other words, while there is an
ideological revival of the left in the
USA, it should not be overstated.
In the end, one way or another,
the current US constitution will
have to be overthrown. As things
stand at the moment, however, it
is more likely to be overthrown
by the right. In essence, members
of the elite, by virtue of their near
complete control through the
corruption of both the electoral
and judicial system, make no
concessions to those at the bottom
of the pile. This means that they are
so dependent on the police to protect
them that they cannot exercise any
degree of control over the police to
enforce an acceptance in practice
that ‘Black Lives Matter’ - which in
reality is largely an issue of whether
poor lives matter.
The underlying dynamic is of
decay and decline. The issue is not
that this will result in the US ceasing
to be the world hegemon power in
the immediate future. It will not. It
means that the form that US decline
has taken since the mid-1970s, and
will continue to take now, is that the
US exports death and destruction
to the rest of the world in order to
preserve that hegemony in spite of
its own internal decay l
mike.macnair@weeklyworker.co.uk

Notes
1. See ‘New returns to a failed old’ Weekly Worker
November 12.
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End in sight
ELECTION

The wheels have fallen off Trump’s attempt to steal the election. Daniel Lazare grapples with the
unwillingness of the GOP to move towards dictatorship and mass repression

D

onald Trump’s bid to overturn
the popular vote and remain
in office beyond January 20
was always dependent on a steady
build-up in momentum - not at the
polling booths, obviously, since
that was a lost cause, but on the
streets, in Republican-controlled
state governments and in the courts.
And for a couple of weeks the
strategy seemed to be working. The
Proud Boys put on an impressive
display of neo-fascist violence at
the November 14 Million MAGA
March on Washington, for instance,
as they chanted “Fuck Antifa” and
beat up every leftist they could get
their hands on. With few exceptions,
Republican
congressmen
and
senators lined up behind their
leader as well, amid polls indicating
that 68% of Republican voters
thought the election may have been
rigged.1 Trump himself continued
tweeting up a storm about election
malfeasance in Michigan, Georgia
and elsewhere.
The “big mo”, as the elder
George Bush called it back in 1980,
seemed to be on his side. But then it
all went to seed.
First, there was Rudy Giuliani’s
disastrous November 19 press
conference, in which the president’s
personal lawyer accused Democrats
of “mass cheating”, while his
colleague, attorney Sidney Powell,
raged about “the massive influence
of communist money through
Venezuela, Cuba and likely China”
that was being used to hack election
computers and steal the election on
Joe Biden’s behalf. Reporters had
a field day describing the brown
hair dye coursing down Giuliani’s
jowls, as his rhetoric grew more
and more heated. Two days later, a
federal judge tossed out a Giuliani
lawsuit seeking to overturn the vote
in Pennsylvania on the grounds
that it was filled with “strained
legal arguments without merit
and speculative accusations …
unsupported by evidence”. Then
Powell told a rightwing TV news
channel the next day that not only
were Venezuela and Cuba in on
the conspiracy, but top Georgia
Republicans “probably” were as
well - at which point the Trump
legal team had no choice but to
give her the boot so as to preserve
Republicans unity in the face of a
Democratic bid to win two Senate
seats in a special Georgia election
set for January 5.
Finally, there was Michigan’s
bipartisan state election board. Its
job is to certify the vote, and on
November 23, its four members met
in Lansing to decide what to do. If the
board had been deadlocked despite
results showing Trump trailing by
more than 150,000 popular votes,
the effect would have been to throw
the state’s 16 electoral votes into the
House of Representatives, where
obscure constitutional language
gives Republicans a crucial
advantage despite being in the
minority overall.
But the decision was not
even close. After a few hours of
deliberation, one of the election
board’s Republicans joined with

Pro-Trump fascist militia

his two Democratic colleagues in
voting to certify, while the other
merely abstained. The effort to move
Michigan out of the Democratic
column thus failed 3-0.
Individually, any of these
missteps would have been a serious
blow to Trump’s long-shot bid
to hold onto power. Collectively,
they were devastating. Sensing a
change in the wind, Emily Murphy,
head of the General Services
Administration, the organisation
that runs much of the US federal
bureaucracy, announced that she
would make “resources and services
available” to Biden, so his team
could proceed with the transfer of
power. Even more dramatically
striking was Trump’s follow-up
tweet:
I want to thank Emily Murphy at
GSA for her steadfast dedication
and loyalty to our Country
… Our case STRONGLY
continues, we will keep up the
good fight, and I believe we
will prevail! Nevertheless, in
the best interest of our Country,
I am recommending that Emily
and her team do what needs to
be done with regard to initial
protocols, and have told my team
to do the same.
Face-saving rhetoric aside, was it a
sign that Trump was at last throwing
in the towel and that weeks of threats
and defiance added up to nothing
more than an extended tantrum on
the part of a man-child in the Oval
office?
The answer to the first part is
that it is impossible to be sure, since
Trump has plenty of manoeuvring
room in the eight weeks or so until
inauguration and he seems to be
growing more defiant with each
passing hour. “We are moving full
speed ahead,” he said in one latenight tweet. “Will never concede
to fake ballots & ‘Dominion’,”
he added - a reference to the
supposedly
Venezuelan-owned

computer firm that he says is
helping Biden win.
As for the second assertion about
an infantile temper tantrum, the
answer is a definitive no. Yes, some
people like to think that Trump is
nothing more than a cry baby who
wandered into the White House by
accident and who is now on his way
out. But they are the same people
who like to think his reign was
“an aberration” and that his failure
to hold onto power means that the
constitution has “passed the test”.2

Crisis

This is nothing more than wilful
political blindness, since it should
be clear at this point that the crisis is
no more reducible to Trump himself
than the outbreak of hostilities in
1914 was reducible to Kaiser Bill.
On the contrary, Trumpism is a
product of a political breakdown
that can only deepen, regardless of
what the next few weeks have in
store.
This is not mere Marxist
boilerplate, in which capitalism is
always caught up in a crisis that
is forever intensifying. Rather, it
reflects real events, as they have
transpired over a quarter of a century.
Economically, the pattern is clear.
Where the US growth rate hit 4.8%
per year in the late 1990s and then
bounced back to 3.8% following the
dot-com bust of the early ‘aughts’,
it only attained a peak of 2.9%
in the wake of the 2008 financial
meltdown - before crashing through
the floor, thanks to Covid-19. After
weakening steadily over the course
of more than two decades, in other
words, US economic growth has
finally collapsed. Since more pain is
plainly in the offing, it is a safe bet
that the economic shakeout is just
getting underway.
Imperially, the trajectory has been
the same. After rising steadily in the
1990s, US militarism positively
boomed after 9/11 with the invasion
of Afghanistan and Iraq, and then
with the Nato intervention in Libya,

the US-backed jihad in Syria, a neoNazi-led coup in Kiev, and finally a
US-backed Saudi air war on Yemen,
starting in March 2015. But then
came the crash, as Islamic State
went on a rampage in Syria and Iraq,
terrorist atrocities occurred in Paris,
San Bernardino and elsewhere,
and the worst refugee crisis since
World War II erupted, as millions
fled war zones across the Middle
East. It was the imperial bust that
brought Trump to power, since it
allowed him not only to promise
to rev up the economy by gutting
environmental regulations, but also
enabled him to go on the warpath
against Hillary Clinton and the rest
of the Washington establishment
and their ‘forever wars’ in places
that few Americans could find on
the map.
But, after first unfolding on
an imperial and economic level,
the crisis has unfolded on a
constitutional level as well. This
aspect also started with a boom back
in 1987, when the hoopla over the
constitutional bicentennial allowed
everyone from arch-segregationist
Strom Thurmond to Supreme Court
chief justice Warren E Burger to
see who could heap more praise
on America’s founding document.
Ronald Reagan never reached
greater heights of Hollywood hokum
than when he assured the faithful at
Philadelphia’s Independence Hall
that the constitution was divinely
wrought: “After all,” he said,
“both Madison and Washington
were to refer to the outcome of
the Constitutional Convention as
a miracle, and miracles, of course,
have only one origin.”
It was morning in America, the
US was a city on a hill, while Reagan
was nothing less than “a Prospero
of American memories”, as Time
magazine put it in a particularly
icky Fourth of July cover story.3
But then came the bust in the form
of bitter infighting on Capitol
Hill, back-to-back government
shutdowns, impeachment, a stolen

election - and then a decade and
a half of war, plus more pseudoscandals in the form of ‘birthergate’
and ‘Benghazigate’. As jarring as all
this was, what followed was even
worse. Incapable of analysing why
the machinery had enabled Trump
to gain the presidency, Democrats
opted to blame the Kremlin instead.
Thanks to Russia, Russia, Russia,
Washington entered into another
round of civil war that was the most
serious of all.
Which brings us to the present
impasse. If Trump had succeeded in
forcing the election into the House,
the effect after all those interrelated
and
overlapping
breakdowns
would have been nothing less than
explosive. Overwhelmingly black
cities like Detroit would have risen
in revolt, as Republicans sought to
cancel the urban vote, while white
suburbs and rural areas would
likely have done the same. Trump
might not have minded, since the
disorder would have allowed him to
move toward dictatorship and mass
repression. But not everyone in
the amorphous right-leaning entity
known as the Republican Party was
willing to go along with that.
So they stopped short of going
over the cliff. As a result, the cry
from the faithful is now the usual
one about the constitution working,
the system functioning as intended,
checks and balances doing their
duty, and so forth.
But that is nonsense, since the
march to mayhem is merely on pause.
A counter-democratic Electoral
College, a grossly unrepresentative
Senate, a gerrymandered House,
a rightwing Supreme Court and a
constitution that in general grows
more rigid and change-averse, the
older it gets - such features of a premodern, pre-democratic political
structure are not going to go away
any time soon. On the contrary,
they are worsening, as widening
state population discrepancies
cause power to shift to white rural
states all the more, further fuelling
an overall drift to the right. Pious
wishes that such problems will
magically fix themselves will lead
to nothing. After all, once a machine
breaks down, the problems can only
multiply, as any car owner can
attest. This is why ‘we, the people’
- led, of course, by the working
class - must eventually step in and
do the repairs themselves. This does
not mean using tools bequeathed
by America’s ‘founding fathers’,
since those are plainly inadequate.
Instead, it means new tools that
workers democratically create
themselves.
Until then, the crisis - economic,
imperial and constitutional - can
only accelerate. This is not Marxist
dogma, but the reality of postTrump America - assuming, that is,
that Trump really is on the way out l

Notes
1. thehill.com/homenews/campaign/526464-halfof-republicans-in-new-poll-say-rigged-electionwas-stolen-from-trump.
2. theguardian.com/commentisfree/2020/nov/23/
trump-us-constitution.
3. content.time.com/time/magazine/
article/0,9171,144460,00.html.
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IRAN

Back to the deal?
Mike Pompeo and MBS .... but was someone else there too?

Yassamine Mather looks at the likely developments with Biden in the White House

E

very few days over the
last two weeks, the Trump
administration has taken an
‘initiative’ designed to increase
pressure on Iran’s Islamic Republic
and its allies. The goal is to
undermine any future negotiations
between
Joe
Biden’s
new
administration and Iran.
According to news reports,
around November 12 Donald
Trump consulted senior aides
about a possible military attack on
Iran’s nuclear facilities. There was
speculation that he was seriously
considering a limited war in the last
days of his presidency. Advisors
managed to talk him out of it,
reminding him that any air strike on
Iran’s nuclear facilities might ignite
a full-fledged war in the region.
Presumably, Trump does not want
that as his legacy.
After all, the US is still trying
to find a way out of Iraq and
Afghanistan and, ironically, the
Trump administration has been
highlighting his commitment to the
2016 election promise of getting
out of Iraq and Afghanistan by
withdrawing yet more troops.
This week we also heard about
a semi-secret Netanyahu visit to
Saudi Arabia, where he met with
Saudi crown prince Mohammed bin
Salman. This was a first. According
to Likud member and Israel’s
education minister, Yoav Galant,
the meeting was an “incredible
achievement” … “the very existence
of the meeting, the fact that it was
put out publicly, even if it is only
half-official at the moment, [is] a
matter of great importance.”
US secretary of state Mike
Pompeo was also in Saudi Arabia
at the time, raising speculation that
all this was part of a US-backed
Israeli-Saudi alliance for a possible
attack on Iran. Strangely though,
the official Saudi version was
very different from the Israeli one.

Faisal bin Farhan, the Saudi foreign
minister tweeted on November 23:
I have seen press reports about
a purported meeting between
HRH the Crown Prince and
Israeli officials during the recent
visit by @SecPompeo. No such
meeting occurred. The only
officials present were American
and Saudi.

Bin Farhan is doing his best to pave
the way for new Saudi-US relations
next year, when Biden takes office,
trying to put the notorious Kushnerbin Salman-Netanyahu bond into
the background.
On November 21 we also heard
reports of US B-52H bombers
flying to the Middle East to conduct
what was termed a “short-notice,
long-range deterrence mission”.
According to a press release from
the US Central Command, the
mission was launched “to deter
aggression and reassure US partners
and allies”.

Sanctions

Then there are the imposition
of new sanctions. The state
department
added
Islamic
Revolutionary Guards officials
Heidar Abbaszadeh and Reza Papi
to the list of sanctioned Iranians
for their supposed involvement in
the suppression of anti-government
protestors in November 2019.
While such measures might have
a symbolic value and please Iranian
supporters of ‘regime change from
above’ (royalists, as well as exleftists), they make absolutely no
difference to the leaders of the
regime, who have long since learnt
to protect their personal wealth.
And ironically, the removal of
fuel subsidies - the cause of last
year’s nationwide protests - was
done following the instructions of
international capital, in particular

the International Monetary Fund.
Many of the protestors were from
the most deprived sections of
society, at least 300 were killed
and many more were injured, while
others are currently languishing
in prison. Obviously those who
issued orders for the military and
the Revolutionary Guards to open
fire should be held to account, but
Donald Trump and his despicable
administration, which has been the
cause of so much misery for the
peoples of the Middle East, have
no rights here.
According to Pompeo, the
Trump administration’s maximum
pressure campaign of sanctions had
been “extraordinarily effective.”
He promised that over the coming
weeks and months the US “will
impose new sanctions on Iran,
including using nuclear, counterterrorism, and human rights
authorities, each reflecting the
wide range of malign behaviour
that continues to emanate from
the Iranian regime”. The claim
that sanctions have ‘worked’ is
debatable, to say the least. As far
as repression inside the country
is concerned, Iran’s rulers have,
if anything, increased their
oppression of political opponents.
Anyone expressing the mildest
form of dissent is accused of spying
for foreign powers, arrested and
often tortured - until they confess
to anything their jailers demand.
Meanwhile, Iran’s activities in
Syria, Iraq and Lebanon continue
as before.
Inside Iran the fight between
‘reformists’ and conservatives
has also heated up again. On
November 18 foreign minister,
Mohammad Javad Zarif, told an
Iranian newspaper: “With Joe
Biden in the Oval office, a removal
of sanctions against Tehran is
possible” … it would take the new
US president “only three executive

orders”. There is no need for
“preconditions or negotiations”
for the two sides to take those
steps. “America’s option is a return
to the accord and honouring its
obligations under [UN] Resolution
2231. We will carry out our JCPOA
obligations, too.” President Hassan
Rouhani was also quoted as saying:
“No-one has the right to waste
opportunities.” This was taken as
a clear signal that his government
is ready for potential talks with a
Biden administration.
However Zarif and Rouhani
face an uphill struggle inside Iran
to win support for fresh talks with
the US. In a recently released
video, the head of the Quds force
of the Revolutionary Guards,
Esmail Ghaani (the replacement
for general Qasem Soleimani,
who was assassinated by the US in
January), criticised the idea of new
negotiations. He stated:
Ignorance is part of their
nature and cowardice of their
existence; every day you witness
how the heads of states sign
a paper and in utter rudeness
and shamelessness before the
world, they undermine their own
signature. They have no ability
to negotiate.
According to officials in the Iraqi
government, Iran has told allies
across the Middle East to remain
on high alert and “avoid provoking
tensions with the US that could give
an outgoing Trump administration
cause to launch attacks in the US
president’s final weeks in office”.
It is clear that Iran and its
regional allies have welcomed the
election of Joe Biden, because he
has said he will consider a return
to the Joint Comprehensive Plan of
Action (JCPOA, the Iran nuclear
deal) - but only if Iran is in “strict
compliance” with the JCPOA

terms. Biden is also keen to mend
relations with the European Union
and, according to news reports,
foreign ministers from Germany,
France and the UK met this week
to discuss a joint approach with the
Biden administration on the issue
of a US return to the nuclear deal.
Of course, one major stumbling
block remains: Iran is no longer in
compliance with the deal signed in
2015 and before the US elections
the country’s leaders said they
would not comply unless the United
States “offered an apology and
compensation for losses incurred
under sanctions since 2018”.
However, that message has softened
since Biden’s victory. Rouhani said
last week that “no-one has the right
to waste opportunities”, while Zarif
has commented that he has known
Biden for 30 years and referred to
him as a “veteran politician”.
Of course, as always, it will
all depend on the supreme leader
and on November 24 he said that
the main issue was the defusing
and lifting of sanctions. He added
that there will be “challenges and
difficulties”, but was confident
there would be “a good outcome”.
The losers in all this are the proregime change Iranian exiles - not
only the royalists but the ex-leftist
Mujahedin-e-Khalq. Over the last
four years such groups have had
unprecedented access to both the
White House and the US state
department. Every other day one
of them has been photographed
standing next to Pompeo or one
of his officials - and, of course,
they have received unlimited
funds. The US has also financed or
encouraged Israel and Saudi Arabia
to finance Persian-language TV
stations broadcasting the most vile
rightwing propaganda. No wonder
these stations were still predicting a
Trump victory long after Fox News
had declared Biden the winner l
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Youth section will win
The political battle cleaving the Socialist Party has dramatically intensified. Emil Jacobs reports

Lilian Marijinssen: desperate for a seat in a coalition government with bourgeois parties

“T

here are decades where
nothing happens; and there
are weeks where decades
happen” - I am reminded of this
quote by current developments
inside the Socialist Party. First there
came the expulsion letters sent to
six comrades, myself included.1
Now there is the full frontal assault
on ROOD - in English ‘red’ - the
party’s youth section.
I shall begin my report with the
coverage in Nieuwsuur, the latenight, hour-long national broadcast
on the news of the day.2 After
some papers got wind of it, the
expulsions were featured on TV
before an audience of hundreds of
thousands. Party secretary Arnout
Hoekstra stated that he defended the
expulsions because the six belonged
to the Communist Platform and were
“attic communists”, who advocated
“very dangerous and scary ideas”
that would not be tolerated, such as
calling for a civil war and arming
the population. Furthermore we
intended to “plan a coup” in the
party (winning elections constitutes
a coup apparently).
These ridiculous claims were
countered by expelled members Gus
Ootjers and Olaf Kemerink, who
stressed that the aim of SP’s present

(mis)leadership council is to move
towards participating in a coalition
government with bourgeois and
petty
bourgeois
‘progressive’
parties. This was the real reason for
expelling the six - we count amongst
the most vocal opponents of such a
treacherous sell out.
The lying, the anti-Marxist bilge,
was repeated the morning after on
the TV programme, Goedemorgen
Nederland, by SP’s House of
Representatives
leader
Lilian
Marijnissen. She established a point
of no return for what passes for our
leadership.3
Of course, the (mostly rightwing)
press went berserk - the Telegraaf
perhaps eclipsed the rest with the
headline “SP expels six members
with plans for armed civil war”. The
Communist Platform responded
to this by publishing an article,
explaining its position. What I
translate for Weekly Worker readers
should allow you to get the gist:
In
Chile
in
1973
the
democratically
elected
left
government of Salvador Allende
was toppled by an army coup
under general Pinochet. This led
to a junta that staged a garage
sale of the country, and installed a

The Communist Platform is midway through its Autumn Offensive to
fund its political work, including the fight against the witch-hunt. The
aim is to raise €3,500 by December 5
If you want to show your support, please go to
communisme.nu/our-autumn-offensive

brutally undemocratic, repressive
and murderous regime.
In situations where democratic
governments face military coups
or fascists terrorist attacks, we
indeed defend the view that the
working class must defend itself.
When such situations lead to a
civil war, which has occurred at
multiple points in history, we will
choose the side of the working
class.4
The witch-hunt was launched not
least because the SP is a significant
party. We have had, and still have,
many MPs and MEPs … and many
tens of thousands of dedicated
members. Politically, therefore, the
SP matters. Politically that gives the
power of integration or the power of
opposition. We determined to be the
opposition.
Our so-called leadership cherrypicks our Draft programme for the
SP which the Communist Platform
has on its website. It has been online
for years,5 yet has only just now
been ‘discovered’ by the party’s
apparatchiks - apparently.
The second event of note
occurred on November 21: the party
council, attended also by SP branch
chairs, met. Most of the agenda was
listed as if nothing was happening,
and, were it not for one branch
raising the matter, the expulsions
of the six would not have been
discussed at all.
But it was raised and so, at the
very last moment, all pretence of
normality vanished. Many branch
chairs called for support for the
decision of the leadership to get rid
of these “undermining communists”.
There were, however, also chairs
calling for the expulsions to be
revoked, citing the need for open
debate in the party. The big branches
in Rotterdam and Utrecht had
held their own general assemblies
earlier in the week, and came out
firmly against the anti-Marxist
witch-hunt. But overall the lines
appear to have been drawn for the

upcoming congress on December
12. No decision was made at this
point, as the official appeal process
is still going on, but this does seem a
mere formality as far as the national
leadership is concerned.
Cue Sunday, November 22,
and the general assembly of the
SP youth section, ROOD. Among
other issues, it convened to elect
new members to its leadership. At
the last general assembly, in June,
the chair did not secure a majority
of votes, so it was agreed he would
step down at the November meeting.
He decided, for his own reasons, not
to stand again. In the run-up to the
elections two main slates emerged.
The most impressive politically
consisted of Olaf Kemerink, Arina
Amma and Robin de Rooij, who
called for the youth organisation to
adopt a new political stance, based
on openness, political education …
and Marxism. Comrade Kemerink,
as it happened, was amongst those
who had just been expelled from
the SP, but that did not prevent him
standing as ROOD chair. The other
slate consisted of Bastiaan Meijer,
and a few others, but Bastiaan
was their candidate for chair, and
positioned himself as a safe pair of
hands.
The online general assembly
saw some important victories for
the Marxist left. Three motions
were carried calling for the explicit
right to form factions, adopting
a stance against the witch-hunt
and for ROOD to be allowed
to adopt its own, autonomous
political positions. All three were
carried by large majorities of
between 69% and 74%. Bastiaan
Meijer announced that this was
unacceptable and withdrew his
candidacy for chair, followed by
all the other candidates, apart from
those on the slate headed by Olaf
Kemerink. Olaf therefore won
by a huge margin on an explicitly
Marxist programme - that despite,
or because he had been expelled
from the Socialist Party and branded

an “attic communist” who hankers
after a “civil war”. This revolution,
and it was a revolution, happened
despite the so-called leadership
of the SP doing everything in its
power to mobilise its little army of
would-be careerists, paid lackeys
and right-moving loyalists to attend.
In fact we had the best attended
ROOD assembly on record. So our
comprehensive victory is all the
more impressive.
But for the seekers of ministerial
portfolios this was completely
unacceptable. On November 24 the
leadership of wreckers and careerists
moved to all but disaffiliate ROOD.
The wrecker ‘leadership’ insisted
that ROOD members had to be
SP members, as required by the
ROOD constitution, and should,
therefore, be required to reject the
new ROOD leadership they had just
overwhelmingly elected.
Defeated, humiliated, determined
to pursue its grovelling search
for ministerial positions, salaries,
perks and pensions, the self-serving
SP leadership cut off all ROOD
facilities and funding.
Now besieged by protests, the
Amersfoort HQ claims to be ready
for talks. But it is quite clear that the
so-called leadership faces another,
much more determined, leadership
in ROOD. It is now no longer a
simple matter of reinstating the
expelled six. ROOD must declare
its organizational autonomy from
the SP and its determination to
establish its political domination of
the SP.
Let the bourgeoisie and its wouldbe coalition partners tremble l

Notes
1. ‘Bureaucratic control-freakery’, Weekly Worker
November 12.
2. nos.nl/nieuwsuur/artikel/2356850-sp-zetgeradicaliseerde-zolderkamercommunisten-departij-uit.html.
3. wnl.tv/2020/11/17/sp-leider-marijnissen-staatachter-keuze-om-zes-geradicaliseerde-leden-teroyeren-geen-plek-voor.
4. communisme.nu/van-het-platform/2020/11/17/
is-communistisch-platform-gewelddadig.
5. See communisme.nu/programma.
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TURKEY

Invest one, harvest three
Neo-Ottoman dreams cannot overcome imperialist realities, writes Esen Uslu

T

he fortunes of the Turkish regime
in its overseas adventures are
going up and down, as if they
are trying to match the Turkish lira.
Excessive volatility is the order of
the day.
In the days preceding the first
Gulf War, the then Turkish president,
Turgut Özal, is said to have told his
close associates, “If we invest one,
we will harvest three” - referring to
his policy of taking part in the US
war effort. It became a catchphrase,
summarising the outlook of the
day. However, his policy failed,
as it created a dispute within the
higher echelons of the civilian and
military bureaucracy that led to the
resignation of his chief of the armed
forces staff and his foreign minister.
Nevertheless, the ‘invest one,
harvest three’ philosophy has been
the byword of those who deal with
the ‘defence’ and foreign policy of
Turkey. Since the late 60s Turkey has
been investing heavily in building up
a substantial military-industrial base.
The first fruit of these efforts came
with the invasion of northern Cyprus
in 1974, which has since been
occupied by 40,000 troops stationed
there.
The mini-debacles of the invasion
- such as the airforce attacking three
of its own navy destroyers and
sinking one of them because of a
lack of communication between the
services - and the US arms embargo
imposed after the invasion gave a
new impetus to expanding Turkey’s
military industry. Following the
September 1980 coup the military
regime gave priority to doing just
that.
The effort to develop the militaryindustrial base also provided ample
opportunities for the finance capital
of Turkey, as well as the top brass, to
enrich themselves at the expense of
taxpayers. The expansionist foreign
policy aims - or ‘Turkish dream’
- such as recovering ‘our former
lands’ in Iraq and Syria (especially
Kirkuk and Mosul, with their rich
oil reserves) - were also kept alive
to such an extent that one of the
retired chiefs of the armed forces
staff declared that his most cherished
dream while he was at the helm
was to see Azerbaijan and Turkey
“unified”.
Of course, maintaining the second
biggest armed force within Nato and
equipping it with new armaments
costs a lot. While Turkey was dirt
poor, there seemed to be no problem
siphoning off cash to the army and
military-orientated industry. As
a result, almost two-thirds of the
‘multi-party democracy’ era ushered
in after World War II was spent under
military rule, when nobody dared ask
how that money was raised.
US aid was very important in
shaping the new army, and provided
ample inducements for those
who controlled the purse strings.
However, the greatest burden was
shifted onto the working class
through taxation. As collecting
income tax was problematic, valueadded tax was introduced, to be
followed later by special sales taxes.
To maintain such robbery the
justification needed was provided by
the actual or virtual wars reported by
the official media. The dirty war in
Kurdistan was the mainstay, and the
enmity with Armenians and Greeks,
as well as Bulgarians and Serbians,
have always been kept alight.

Post-cold war

After the implosion of the Soviet
Union, disputes such as with Armenia
and Azerbaijan, as well as the north

Harking back to the glories of empire

coast of Africa - came onto the radar.
The ambitions of the regime to pursue
foreign adventures - Afghanistan,
Palestine, Egypt and Sudan, Libya
and Tunisia, the Gulf region - were
reignited under Erdoğan. Supporters
of neo-Ottomanism were promoted
to key posts.
The Turkish Cooperation and
Coordination Agency (TIKA) was
formed to “exert cultural influence”
and
provide
“development
assistance” to the Turkic-speaking
countries of central Asia, as well
as former Ottoman countries in
the Balkans and Africa. At present
TIKA operates in no fewer than 150
countries, with 60 centres abroad.
The secondary education schools
in those countries established by the
Gülen movement under the auspices
of the Turkish government were
taken over after the attempted coup
of 2016 by the Turkish Education
Foundation (TMV). Today the TMV
operates in 43 countries running
more than 300 schools and over 40
dormitory facilities.
Also the Turkish armed forces
run extensive training schools for the
officers and specialists of the armed
forces in Somalia, Afghanistan,
Bosnia-Herzegovina, Kosovo and
Libya. They also receive hundreds of
cadets from foreign countries to be
trained in Turkey.
The Syrian conflict provided
a new opportunity to train, equip
and manage a substantial jihadist
force, brought together from various
countries, in an attempt to forge a
new Syrian army. Among them were
the fighters from the East Turkestan
Islamic Movement, and the
Turkestan Islamic Party, recruited
from amongst the Uighur people.
Nowadays they hold the town of
Jisr al-Shughur and the surrounding
mountains in Idlib province, thus
preventing the joint TurkishRussian patrols from opening up
the road connecting Aleppo to
Latakia. Funnily enough, the Trump
administration removed the East
Turkestan Islamic Movement from
its ‘terrorist exclusion list’ at the end
of October. Meanwhile, Turkey has
been using the highly trained core of
the jihadist force as mobile shocktroopers in the Libyan civil war and
the war in Nagorno-Karabakh.
The military-industrial complex
has continued its development
and has produced surveillance
drones and armed unmanned aerial
vehicles (UAVs), which were used

successfully in Syria, Libya and
Nagorno-Karabakh. When Canada
embargoed the optical parts used in
the UAV surveillance and targeting
cameras, locally manufactured
equipment was rushed in.
The rocket, artillery and selfpropelled
long-range
howitzer
systems, as well as battlefield radars
and close-in anti-aircraft systems,
have been developed and introduced
into service. Locally built maritime
anti-ship missiles have also been
installed on newly developed
navy frigates. At the same time, a
submarine building programme is
going ahead with German assistance.
Locally built attack helicopters are
in service now. And a new transport
helicopter is being developed. New,
locally produced air-to-air missiles
have been introduced to rotary
and fixed-wing aircraft. Standoff missiles fired from aircraft,
capable of hitting targets hundreds
of kilometres away have also been
introduced.
Military communication and
surveillance satellites built in Turkey
have been sent into orbit by Russian,
Chinese and European launch
vehicles. However, there have always
been objections raised by Israel, as
well as technical glitches that have
caused delays and difficulties in
launching the satellites. Now a new
rocket capable of carrying them into
space is being built. The Russian
input here has been very important,
and the purchase of S-400 longrange anti-aircraft missiles, with a
view to joint production of similar
missiles in Turkey.

Proving ground

Turkey’s military-industrial complex
is also producing weapons - with a
view to exporting them, as not all
are viewed as suitable for its own
neo-Ottomanist expansionism. The
successful air campaign conducted
by UAVs in Iraqi Kurdistan and
northern Syria served as a ‘proving
ground’ for drone technology and
was quickly adapted by Azerbaijani
forces.
Together with the Israeli ‘loitering
munition’, which is also known as
the ‘kamikaze drone’, Turkish-armed
UAVs provided the air superiority
during the short but sharp NagornoKarabakh conflict between Armenia
and Azerbaijan. Libya provided the
other successful advertisement for
Turkish-armed UAVs, when they
helped to halt the offensive led by

Khalifa Haftar last summer. Maritime
tension in the eastern Mediterranean
provided another opportunity to
showcase surveillance UAVs.
But neo-Ottomanist thinking
inevitably came face to face with the
realities of the imperialist hierarchy.
The erratic Middle Eastern policies
of the Trump era have provided
some operational liberty to the
Turkish regime, but now it has to
come to terms with the incoming
administration. Hopes for a second
Trump term were high, and the
regime of Recep Tayyip Erdoğan
was one of the last to congratulate
Joe Biden on his victory.
The US and French efforts
in Libya put a stop to Turkish
ambitions by opening a new round
of talks aimed at resolving disputes
in a more peaceful way. Turkey
was betting on the UN-supported
government, with which it has
signed a maritime border agreement,
to gain the upper hand, thanks to
Turkish support. However, Turkey
was excluded from the ‘peace table’.
Today it is clinging on to the AlWatiya airbase in western Libya, and
trying to maintain an air bridge, as
well as a maritime bridge, to supply
the Tripoli regime.
However, the gun-running to
Libya proved an irritation to various
major powers, and the recent action
by the European Union Naval Force
Mediterranean Operation, when
it stopped and searched a Turkish
flagged cargo vessel in the middle of
Mediterranean, shows that Turkey’s
ventures will not always be given a
nod and a wink.
A similar situation has emerged
from
the
Nagorno-Karabakh
campaign, which was launched
with much nationalist and Islamist
fanfare. After a month-long conflict,
the regional hegemon, Russia,
insisted that a ceasefire be agreed,
to be overseen by its own forces.
Turkey was assigned a role as a
kind of sideline observer with its
limited troop presence, and got a
vague promise that the old railroad
crossing through Armenia from the
Nakhchivan exclave of Azerbaijan
to Azerbaijan proper would be
reopened under Russian supervision.
The old railroad had been closed in
the early 90s after rails and signalling
were destroyed.
The Turkish base in Qatar seems
the most promising, in terms of
bringing in much needed cash. After
the dream of establishing a naval
base on Sawakin Island came to
nought, the Sudanese authorities
opted, instead, to give Russia
permission to build a facility in
nearby Port Sudan.
So nowadays Turkey’s age-old
philosophy of ‘invest one, harvest
three’ has reached its now customary
ending: writing off losses. As the
recent crisis has shown, Erdoğan’s
novel fiscal policy, run by his sonin-law, floundered, leaving behind a
huge private-sector debt, and much
diminished foreign currency and
gold reserves. As inflation is now
spiralling out of control and the
stagnant economy at a time of global
recession is unable to provide cheap
international credits, writing off the
losses of these military adventures
at the expense of the population at
large will inevitably lead to massive
discontent.
The creaking nationalist-Islamist
coalition and the civil and military
bureaucracy is lumbering on,
without any ‘checks and balances’
provided by a parliament, but how
long it can continue is a different
question l

What we
fight for
n Without organisation the
working class is nothing; with
the highest form of organisation
it is everything.
n There exists no real Communist
Party today. There are many
so-called ‘parties’ on the left. In
reality they are confessional sects.
Members who disagree with the
prescribed ‘line’ are expected to
gag themselves in public. Either
that or face expulsion.
n Communists operate according
to the principles of democratic
centralism. Through ongoing debate
we seek to achieve unity in action
and a common world outlook. As
long as they support agreed actions,
members should have the right to
speak openly and form temporary
or permanent factions.
n Communists oppose all imperialist wars and occupations but
constantly strive to bring to the fore
the fundamental question–ending war
is bound up with ending capitalism.
n Communists are internationalists.
Everywhere we strive for the closest
unity and agreement of working class
and progressive parties of all countries.
We oppose every manifestation
of national sectionalism. It is an
internationalist duty to uphold the
principle, ‘One state, one party’.
n The working class must be
organised globally. Without a global
Communist Party, a Communist
International, the struggle against
capital is weakened and lacks
coordination.
n Communists have no interest
apart from the working class
as a whole. They differ only in
recognising the importance of
Marxism as a guide to practice.
That theory is no dogma, but
must be constantly added to and
enriched.
n Capitalism in its ceaseless
search for profit puts the future
of humanity at risk. Capitalism is
synonymous with war, pollution,
exploitation and crisis. As a global
system capitalism can only be
superseded globally.
n The capitalist class will never
willingly allow their wealth and
power to be taken away by a
parliamentary vote.
n We will use the most militant
methods objective circumstances
allow to achieve a federal republic
of England, Scotland and Wales,
a united, federal Ireland and a
United States of Europe.
n Communists favour industrial
unions. Bureaucracy and class
compromise must be fought and
the trade unions transformed into
schools for communism.
n Communists are champions of
the oppressed. Women’s oppression,
combating racism and chauvinism,
and the struggle for peace and
ecological sustainability are just
as much working class questions
as pay, trade union rights and
demands for high-quality health,
housing and education.
n Socialism represents victory
in the battle for democracy. It is
the rule of the working class.
Socialism is either democratic or,
as with Stalin’s Soviet Union, it
turns into its opposite.
n Socialism is the first stage
of the worldwide transition to
communism–a system which
knows neither wars, exploitation,
money, classes, states nor nations.
Communism is general freedom
and the real beginning of human
history.
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Our slogan:
not a penny,
not a
person

Star Wars posturing

Boris Johnson’s plan to squander billions on the armed forces in order to extend Britain’s ‘global
influence’ is fully supported by Starmer’s Labour Party, notes Eddie Ford

L

ast week Boris Johnson
declared that “the era of
cutting our defence budget
must end.” He went on to announce
an extra £16.5 billion spread over
four years in ‘defence’ spending
- or war making capability, to
be more accurate. This is on top
of the manifesto commitment to
increase the existing £41.5 billion
military budget by spending 0.5%
above inflation for each year of the
parliament - though rumours swirl
that the ministry of defence had
hoped for as much as £20 billion
extra.
The prime minister was
doubtlessly determined to bring
some uplifting news to a stressedout nation, hammered by the
coronavirus pandemic, when he
promised the largest real-terms
increase in the budget since
Margaret Thatcher’s premiership at last putting the ‘great’ back into
Great Britain. Hence, according
to Johnson, this “once-in-ageneration modernisation” of the
armed forces will extend Britain’s
“global influence.”
The money, it seems, will also
“unite and level up our country”
- naval yards and engineering
factories in those ‘red wall’
constituencies - and “pioneer new
technology”. Naturally, more
weaponry means that the British
state can “defend our people” and
“way of life” - which must bring
comfort to the millions who cannot
afford to pay their rent or bills, or
even eat properly. Swelling with
Nelsonian pride, the prime minister
told us that the new dosh would see
a “renaissance of shipbuilding” that
would “restore Britain’s position
as the foremost naval power in
Europe” - not to mention the largest
defence spender in Europe and the
second largest in Nato after the
US. Back on the map! Even better,
beamed the socially isolating prime
minister, the new four-year funding
deal would protect “hundreds
of thousands” of jobs and create
40,000 new roles.
Actually, Johnson’s announcement
had originally been intended to be
linked to an “integrated review”
of the UK’s foreign, defence,
development and security policy
after Brexit. As it happens, this
was a pet project of Dominic
Cummings. But his abrupt
departure from No10, means the
exercise has been pushed back
to late January or early February.
However, we already know how it
is going to be paid for: borrowing
at very low interest rates, pay
freezes in the public sector and cuts
in the foreign aid budget. Spending
0.7% of national income on aid was
a manifesto commitment - but what
the heck it will please the rightwing
tabloids.
General Sir Nick Carter, the
chief of the defence staff, reminded
us that during the Covid crisis

Considered obsolete

the armed forces “have stepped
up to the plate to provide some
of the resilience that the nation
has needed” - and thus needs
to be rewarded, he might have
added. The defence secretary,
Ben Wallace, said “letting go” of
some older weapons would create
“headroom” for new investment.
There has been much speculation
about scrapping tank regiments
- Wallace was concerned that
the country’s “adversaries are
currently investing record sums of
money and indeed in some areas
overtaking our capabilities”, thus
developing “the ability to attack
us”. He told Sky News that the
extra £16.5 billion “will allow
us to fix the problems that we’ve
inherited”.
One of the problems is, of
course, the notorious MoD waste something identified by Cummings
in a blog post this March. He wrote
that the procurement process has
“continued to squander billions of
pounds, enriching some of the worst
corporate looters and corrupting
public life via the revolving door of
officials/lobbyists”. Straight from
the horse’s mouth.
Naturally, as staunch patriotic
defenders of British imperialism,
Labour was delighted by the Tory
spending plans - saying it signalled
“a welcome and long overdue
upgrade to Britain’s defences after
a decade of decline”. However,
grumbled Sir Keir, this was a
“spending announcement without
a strategy” and complained with
complete
predictability
that
spending on the armed forces under
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Tory-led government over the past
decade had fallen by £8 billion in
real terms, with the regular forces
being reduced by a quarter.

Threats

Anyway, what will all this money be
spent on? Firstly, a new generation
of warships and fighter jets. There
is now the go-ahead to build eight
Type 26 and five Type 31 frigates to
replace the Type 23 that have been
in service for more than 30 years not to mention developing “the next
generation of warships”. The idea, or
hope, is that, once the HMS Queen
Elizabeth and HMS Prince of Wales
become fully operational by 2023,
the UK will have a carrier strike
group “permanently available” and
“routinely deployed globally”. There
will also be investment in the Tempest
- the sixth-generation jet fighter that
is being developed for the UK and
Italy to replace the ageing Typhoon.
Expected by 2035, it will be capable
of flying unmanned.
Next on the menu are thrilling
advances in artificial intelligence,
such as autonomous machines that
can work out their own battle plans
and a new National Cyber Force that
will ‘defend Britain against hostile
states’ and terror groups online - like
the 2017 WannaCry attack which
took down parts of the NHS and
other organisations by scrambling
their data. Actually, in reality, the
NCF has been up and running since
April, but is now emerging from
the shadows with its 500 specialists
from the MoD, GCHQ, MI6 and the
Defence Science and Technology
Laboratory. The ambition is to grow

the force to about 3,000 over the next
decade - its operational mission being
to degrade, disrupt and even destroy
communications systems used by
people and organisations deemed to
be posing a threat to the UK.
Furthermore, the largest chunk of
the extra money will be spent on an
RAF-led ‘Space Command’ - or new
‘Star Wars programme’ - to combat
enemy threats outside the atmosphere,
though sadly we are not going to
see British astronauts armed with
laser rifles. The main job of the new
‘space command’ will be to tackle
the ‘threat’ from nations developing
anti-satellite weapons, such as China
and Russia. It will use a rocket base
in Scotland to ferry British military
satellites into orbit - what happens if
the country declares independence
is another matter. Additionally, an
extra £1.5 billion will go on military
research and development.
Unable to contain his enthusiasm,
Johnson outlined how world
advances in technology would make
ammunition “redundant” and new
“energy weapons” would be able to
destroy targets “with inexhaustible
lasers” - truly exciting stuff if you
are that way inclined. He also
spoke about soldiers being “alerted
to a distant ambush by sensors on
satellites” and using AI to work out
how to respond in real time. In the
future, Johnson predicted, replies to
enemy action could involve “ordering
a swarm attack by drones” or
looking to paralyse aggressors “with
cyberweapons”.
When it comes to the global league
table of spending on armed forces,
Britain comes sixth, according to the

2020 edition of ‘The military balance’
published by the International
Institute of Strategic Studies (using
average market exchange rates).1 The
IISS data shows that in 2019 the US,
China, Saudi Arabia, Russia and India
retained their respective positions
as the world’s top defence spenders.
Emphasising the continuing US
hegemony, in that year its spending
on defence grew by 6.6%, widening
the gap between it and China.
When it comes to defence spending
as a percentage of overall GDP, the
winner is Saudi Arabia on 8.0% and
then Israel on 5.3% - though in the
case of Saudi Arabia it is far more
about buying protection from other
countries like America or Britain.2
They are followed by Russia (3.9%),
US (3.4%), South Korea (2.7%),
India (2.4%) - with China, France
and Australia all level on 1.9%.
Using figures from the Stockholm
International Peace Research Institute,
the UK is currently on 1.7%, but that
is projected to rise to about 2.2% with
Boris Johnson’s new spending. None
of this takes into account potential
record-breakers, like North Korea,
Syria, Yemen and Libya, for which
there is no reliable data.
No10 has insisted that the extra
cash for the armed forces is not an
attempt to impress Joe Biden, as he
readies to begin his presidency. But
there can be little doubt that the Biden
administration will be committed
to the preservation of Nato, and the
European Union too - not something
you could say about Donald Trump,
who seemed quite willing to abandon
Nato and aimed to break up the EU.
Indeed everything indicates that Boris
Johnson was banking his strategy,
insofar as he has one, on a secondterm Trump presidency - meaning his
upgrading of the armed forces was
originally designed to impress Donald
Trump. Britain playing Sparta to the
new Rome made a certain sense, but
a Britain adrift from the EU boasting
about having the biggest navy in
Europe is just plain ridiculous. Now
he has a lot of making up to do with
president Biden l
eddie.ford@weeklyworker.co.uk

Notes
1. iss.org/blogs/military-balance/2020/02/globaldefence-spending.
2. en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_countries_by_
military_expenditures.
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